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I4th World Congress of the 4th lniernqtionol
The Conoress hod {our moior deboies. Ihe firsl wos o
oenerol discussion on the olobol situotion oroonised
Eround three hemes
oiobolisotion ond thE crisis o[
copitolism, he moior po[ticol tendencies of fie current
oe'riod. ond the nisloi'otion o[ cooiirlism in Eoslern
Eurooe. Ihe second debote reoreisenbd on evoluotion
of fii: current situotion ond thd oersoectives in Lotin
Americo. wifi soeciol ottention'ho *ie evolulion of the
Costrist reoime in Cubo. Ihe third debote corered the
oenerol bidencies of the socio-ooliticol situotion in
We$em Eurooe. with soeciol oit--ntion on the stote o[
the left ond thL rbsoonsb tc the Eurooeon Union. The
burth ond finol deibote concerned the skoteoies ond
problems of conslruction of revolutionorv poities ond
bn lntemotionol in the new globol period.'
Soecific discussions. workino orouo meelinos ond
c6mmissions cover# feminiit"octivities, you'*r work,
ecoloov. solidoritv comooions with Bosnio ond
Chtriiii (mexicol ond iheiomooion b obolish third
world debt. Ihe conoress olso e^oirined ond declded
on o number of orqdnisotionol problems concerning
fie sfirfus of voriori orouos in vtrious countries. "
Conoress olso nobd'ihe dirision of the {orces of the
lneriotionol in Germonv ond Mexico. ond looked for
woys lo orgonise co-op<irofion betrareen the porties

-

concerned.
The colloose of Stnlinism ond fie continuino. cooitrlist
crisis (corresoondino fic the extension of the"lonci *ore
of crisis whiih beoo"n in the I 970s1 hos conhodictorv

.ffu.x. Mrthr onJillusions connrLd

to the restoro-'
tion of co6itolism in the oost-stolinisl societies hove
dissiooted. foced with *ie octuollv existino mo*et economv. But reoctions to the socio-6conomii crisis. in this
oeri# of loss of credibilitv of the sociolist oroir-t. oll
ioo often tuke the brm of reoctionory lendeniies of on
ethnic, notionolisl, rociol or reliqious'chorocter. Hence
he uroenl need trc rebuild o wo"rld-wide movement of
onti-cdoitolist struoole. with in the sociolist oersoective.
toking bccount of$'e iecomposition of the *oikers'

movement which is underwoy os o result o[ the
double foilure of sociol democrocy ond Stolinism.
The ooliticol disorder in the ronks o{ the onti-cooihlist
left. in the context o[ o olobol bolonce of brces'dominoted bv imoeriolism. 6os resulted in monv ooliticol.
even idrtlooicol cooi'tulotions. But it hos olso led to ir
soecloculor"overcoririno o[ the sectr:rion hodifi ons
denerobd bv the existe"nce of Stolinism. which hore
6ken root irithe onti-cooitolist le{t over'the decodes.
Reorouoments o[ forces'determined to leom the lessois of 'the historicol obominotion thot wos Stulinism
ond to continue. oooinst lhe winds ond the tides. tc
fioht oooinst cooitdlirm ore beino reolised in o numEr ofZounhies'so loroe thot it is'leoitimote lo exhooolote o generol tenden{ in the ne*foriod.
This orocess con toke o vorietv o{ forms. ln some
cosei there ore wide reorouoinos of onti-cooitolist
forces where lhe moiorilenienicomes moirilv. but not
exclusivelv from fie ilecomoosition of Stoliniirir. ln
oher coses there ore norro*er reorouomenh of bndencies which ore bosed in the mitoti6n under woy
inside the revolutionorv left. Sometimes his tokes tlie

form of the creolion o[new oolilicol formolions orqonised on the bosis of demociotic plurolism, respecllnq
the diversitu o[ the comoonent oo'rts ond their ihdivi-duol identifies. vet founUed on the bosis of unified
oction ond collective discioline. ond octino both on the
electorol lerel ond in the fteld o{ generol iriol ond
politicol struggles.
ln oll the counkies where one or lhe other o[ these
oossibilities exisls. the oroonisolions of the Fourth
lnbmotionol ore ieo& 6 be oort o[ the reorouoment
orocess. We consider this os irn

imoortontileo'

iowords the rromoosition of the ohti-cooitoliit left on
o world scole. At #e internotionol level, ilre Fourth
lntemotionol is on octive oorticioont in reorouoment.
brinoino with it the o&ontooes'o[ o lono"trodition of
comEoiogoinst copitolism o"nd Stolinisri'.

*

Participants, delegates, guests and greetings
The 150 participants included representatives of organisations and
groups linked to the lnternational in Australia, Austria, Belgium,

Australia, Gauches Unis (United Lefts) and the Tricontinental

Canada/Quebec, Denmark, Equador, France, Germany, Great Bri-

Centre (both from Belgium), the Brazilian Workers Party (PT), Soli

tain, Greece, Hong Kong, lndia, lreland, ltaly, Japan, Lebanon,
Luxembourg, Morocco, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nor
way, Poland, Portugal, Puerto Bico, Senegal, South Atrica, the Spanish state, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, and the USA.

Organisations and groups in Algeria, Bolivia, Chile, Congo, Guadeloupe, lsraeli state, Jordan, Martinique, and Mauritius could not

Guests included representatives of the Democratic Socialist Pady of

darity (USA), Zutik (Basque country) Lutte ouvriere (France)
People's Communist Party, MLCB and Bisig (all of the Philippines),
Russian Party of Labour, Communist Refoundation (ltaly) and the
African Party for Democracy and Socialism (PADS, Senegal).
Congress also received a number of written greetings, including that
of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) branch in
the occupied

territories

*.

attend, many for financial reasons, others for visa problems.
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Where is the Latin A men
Sixty-five organizations, movemenB and politiol
parties from l-atin America and the Gribbean which
belong to the Sao Paulo Forum met for a fifth time,
from May 25 to 28, in Montevideo, Uruguay. As
Alfonso Moro explains, the context in which the
meeting takes place includes the poor resulb obtained

As a point of reference it is necessary to
remember that on July, 1993 over 100
organizations from the region mer in
Havan4 Cub4 for the fourth meeting of
the Sao Paulo Foruml Gven the political
and social conjuncture at that point the
Assembly focused on the possibilities of
the left coming into governmenl in

different countries (Brazil, Mexico, El
Salvador, and Uruguay) as well as on the
crisis of the Cuban Revolution. When the
hypotheses of victory were not confirmed
despite the fact that in general left

-currens obtained

the best results in at least
the fifttr Assembly could have

25 yean

- place to draw a clear and
been the
profound balance of the events. Yet, with

some exceptions, this subject was bypassed in tlre discussions which took place

at the Assembly. How can this

be
explained? To answer that question, even
ody with an outline, we have to place

ourselves

in the

debates which

accompanied the electoral processes. Two
major tendencies spanned in one way or
another the I-atin American orgenizations.

One currenl which uas snugglinp to win
office, was oriented towards a politics of
"capacity to govern, openness, and no

socia[ confrontation" while the other
cu.rtent, to be sure in a minoriff, punued
social mobilization and a radical discoune

of confrontation.2
With hindsight the results confirm that

by the left in the many elections which spanned the
continent between 1993 and 1995; the need to put
forward an initial democratir and popular proposal to
confrcnt the economic crisis which is shaking the
region; and the need to redesign left politics after the
events ol the last two years.

the second orientation was corect, and
that it should be tlle basis for the political
activity of drc left fiom now on. Bu! as the
discussions demonstrated, the majority of
the organizations present in Monlevideo
chose to remain on the terrain of the

devaluation of the Mexican peso last
December, which generated what is
known as tlr 'lequila effect", was one of

institutional and parliamentarian advances,
that is on discussions about the number of
deputies, senaton, mayors and govemors
which the left now has, without going to

imposed for at least 15 yean (depending
on the country). The need to put forward a

the root of the electoral defeats. As

I

populations of the subcontinent are

of

suffering is more urgent than ever, and
will only emerge if the left curents are

myself argued, "the pincipal problem

the left has been its

i

capacity to
tronsform the existing social pohirution
in the different countries into a process of
rqdic al

iz a t i on a

nd

lf-

rgani zot i on
atang the sectors of the popuLxion which
saw in the left a possibility for change.
When o mkguided vision of the 'ability to
goyem' imposed itself, sociol mobiLizltion
was underyqlued as the central motor
towards victory, and from there in manlcases tht participation of the kfi ended up
being absorbed by a fuzzy electoraltst
se

o

dynanb wiJhout a cleor perspectiye."
This analysis does not minimize the
utilization of the state apparatus by the
dominant classes in all countries to prevent
the triumph of 0re left; rather, it seeks to

underscore that pa icipation in these
processes took place without taki[g into

account one central factor. The left
displayed a lack of understanding
not
to say a certain naivety
about what was
at stake. In the face of the crisis which

-

-

now plagues several countries of the
subcontinenL we can expect a worsening
in
place towards authoritarianism and antidemocratic rule, as the cases of Brazil,

of the tendencies which are already

Uruguay, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and
Argentina demonstrate.3 The left is acting
in these situations as if it were paratysed.

Mexico, so close and yet so far...

The crisis of the neo-liberal model
which became evident as a result of the

4
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the principal subjects of the Assembly.
Everyone agreed that the crisis signals the

of the economic

exhaustion

model

proposal which meets the immediate
challenges posed by the blows which tlrc

capable of closing tlrc gap which separates

them i?om the social movements. IIr that
respect. even though the final declaration
of the Assembly brings up the subject in
general terms. it musr be said that tllis is
witlout doubt one of the elements which

define the type of Forum that is being

built. In other words, who are our
interlocutom

?

Let us explain. The

Socialist
Inlernational, rhe COPPAL, the Larin
American Socialist Coordiradora. the
Economic Commission for latin America

(ECLA) and... the president of the
Intemmerican Development Bank were
inyited to this event. Even ttrough only the
COPPAL answered the call. without doubt
behind the call there is a predominant
vision of becoming a sort of institutional
left opposition, capable of conducting a
"dialogue" uilh the makers o[ our crisis
(as is the case with the prcsident of the
IDB) perhaps to convince them that the
economic policies followed are not the
best. The subject is of great importance
and must be interFeted in the context of
other options chosen by the organizations
belonging to the Working Group (a sort of

leadership) of the Forum. ln fact, in
addition to the organizations already
mentioned, the Working Croup accepted
unanimously the presence, as an

"observer", of the Mexican Institutional

5th S5o Paulo Forum

an left heading ?
organization identified with the positions

of the paramilitary organisation ETA.
Beyond the fact tiat we do not share the
methods of ETA, it is clear that there is no

ground

for comparison between

an

organization like HB and the Mexican
PRI.
The "Mexican case" made clear that the
struggle of the Zapatistas is considered a

"regional" matter by the political left of

PO
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Latin America, which explains, contary to
what one may expect, why the examples
of solidadty with the Zapatistas are morc
frequent in Europe and the United States

that in Latin America. This lack of
understanding does not allow the left of
Latin America to see that the heart of the
project of the Mexican PRI, which is the
project for all of tatin America lies north
of the Mexican border, and that the lack of
initiatives can only strengthen dte Mexican
govemment and its imperialist inspirers.
This can be fatal. because a defeat of tle
democraLic and Zapatista movements in
Mexico will carry a heary price for all of
the Latin American left.

The Forum discussed the economic,

social and political situation of Latin
America and the Caribbean since the
Fourth Assembly, and evaluated the
process of regional integration.
Discussions concerning the current
situation were also characterized by
clashes between very different visions

kt us take one simple example. A few
weeks ago, Bolivia (al1other Prime
example of neo- liberalism) was shaken by

a strike headed by teachers, which was
joined by miners, women, students, and
Revolutionary Party (PRI), a state party
which has mled that counffy for over 60

the central problem was that the absolute

years and which is today in the midst of a

decided to keep an eloquent silence, which
makes clear that many of these
organizations pdoritize their relations with
the PRI above the support to the Mexican
popular movemert headed today by the
F7J,N.

terminal crisis of

unPredictable

consequences. At the same time, the
Working Group "forgot" to invite the
National Democratic Conventioll of
Mexico and the Zapatista ArmY of
National liberation @ZLN1. Those of us
who denounced the presence of ttrc PRI in
the Forum were handed as "intransigent ',

"bureaucratic" and "undemocratic".
Surprising accusations, especially when
they came in several instances from ex-

leaders

of the region s

remaining

Communist parties. But beyond this poin!

majority which attended the Forum

coca producers from t]re Chapare region.
who refused to accept the policies which

the Sdnchez de Lozada gorernmenl is
anempting lo impose (see brief repon in

Intertultio el Viztl)point # 267 , hrc 1995).
This wave of protests was stopped by a
state of emergency, the detention and

Uruguayan Frente Amplio (Broad Front)
(See lnternational Viewpoint, #263
'
March 1995), a member of the Artiguista

imprisonment of more than 300 leaders of
social movements and the suspelsion of
consdrutional guaranlees. The declaration
of the state of emergency was carried out
r.r ith the suppon of *re oliftciai majority in
the padiament, and explicidy defended by

through pointing to the observer status
gmnted to Herri Batasuna, the Basque

movement), an organization which up to
the Fifth Assembly was a member of the

One of the Representatives of the

Vanguard, attempted to justify the
acceptance of the PRI as an observer

chancellor Aranibar, a member of the
Movimiento Bolivia Libre (Free Bolivia

lntenati@alvtewpoint#258Ju|y1995
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5th S5o Paulo
Worting Crroup of the Sio Paulo. Forum.
Evidently, the extreme lature of the
Bolivian situation forced the Forum to
take a position conceming the question of
whether organizations which are
responsible for repression against fighters
for social justice in tlrcir countries can be
pan of the Fomm.

Unfortunately the answer was in the
same direction as the answer to the

unresolved. How wide should this
organization of reflection and exchange
open itself? Some say there should be no
limits, and even proposed the idea that the

(Right of center) Popular Party of the
Spanish State (Se€

lntenational Viewpoint

#264, March 1995) should join

if it

requests admission.

"broadest possible unity" and in the need

Our conception is very different. We do
not have a sectariar vision. but we are still
able to discem class interests. There are
only two options for the 56o Paulo Forurn

of showing that "we are democratic" the

One is to retain a conservative attitude,

Movimiento Bolivia Libre was allowed to
continue as a fu[ member of the Fomm.
suffering no conseque[ce other than a
departure liom the Working Grcup.

without any commitment other than

One may think, in the light of this

where the interests of each national

decision. that an environment of broad

organization begin. The other option is to

"Mexican case." In the name of the

getting together at every Assembly and
issuing declarations of good will, with a
vision that intemational solidarity stops

pluralism, which seeks to privilege

dare to make a turn, recognizing the

discussion over exclusion, prevails. But
this is not the case. The Workiag Crroup

contdbutions made so far and the tenible

refused to accept the Movimiento de
Renovaci6n Sandinista (Sandinista
Renovation Movemen! the split Iiom the

perspective of retuming to the rcality of the
declaration of the first Forurn celebrated in

FSLN headed by Sergio Rarnirez, Emesto
Cardenal, and Dora Mara Tellez) as a
member in full standing. The MRS was
vetoed by the FSLN (the cunent headed

dangerous inertia which is moving us to
behave as witnesses to hislory rather than
as agents of history. This is the geatest
challenge and, for our own modest part,
we are determined to work starting now so

by Daniel Ortega). There is a double
standard against which

it is

necessary to

fisht.
There have also been important events

difficulties that we face, but with the
1990.

that

it

is necessary to shake out the

in 1996, when the Sixth Assembly

takes place in El Salvador, we may help to
find some answers.

:t

about which the Forum has remained
silent
- the war between Ecuador and
Peru, fte US invasion of Haiti, the state of
emergency in Bolivia. The absence of
clear positions is a matter of concern ,
because the events arc of

$eat importalce,

and &eir consequences are not confined to

the present period. These key questions
reflect the complex labyrinth which the
democralic polilical forces, rhe antiimpefialists and rhe socialiss
are traversing.

ofthe region

In the same Assembly, the rules of
admission, the composition of the
Working Croup, and the mechanisms of
coordination to be followed henceforth
were modified. A sub-regional functioning
structure was approved and a '?ermanent
Secreta at" established (in S5o Paulo).
The utiliq/ of drcs€ measures will be secn
in the coming rhonttrs. Above all, they will
put to the test our abilities to meet the
enormous challenges facing us.
For objective reasons, the majority of
the Forum focused on electoral activities
in the recent past. But the closing of that

period requires that we concenhate our
efforts in closing 0Ie gaps which sepamte
us from the social movements.

The participation of the PRI as an
observer and the discussion which rhis

generated leaves a central problem

5
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Viewpoint *2Ea July lggs

Noles

1 ke lnprcct pata Anqtica Larra (Spanishlanguage
srsler oubl.cation rc lnlenationet Viewponu * 35,
September I993.
2 See lg94: avanlel ap$" in /rpreoor(Frcndftanguag€
sisler publ,cauon to /nramailonat Vbw@nl)
384, *tcr'.)ar

t

1934.

3 We are re,er ng to the way in which the Cardoso
th.o stnle ot th€ orl wo*6ls in
Brazil; lhe security law approved by the Uruguayan padianerri he polioes ol eEonom,c shoc( and op€n represson
pursJed by .he dying Mexican governrent; the recenl
am4esry approved by Fujinon for the mititary responsbte
lor ru'der and tonure tn Peru: te way n /,jch the Caloera
governmenl rs atlemptinq to slop soc,at mooilizaltons in
Venenrel., and ltle deosion oy Menem to destoy wnal titte
remains ol socials€cunty in Allenljna.
I Belore he F/th Ass6mbty he members ot thls qoup
were: lhe B,ailian PT, he FMtti ol Et Satvador. rhe FSLN
of Nicaragua, he PCC of Cuba, tie UBNG of cuatemala.
lnF PBD or Mexico. the Lavalas Movernenr o, Haiti, lhe
PBD ol Panar/'a. he Uniled Let or peru. the poiticat parlies
lormrrg he F,€nte Amptio n Uruouav {tne FA deoded to
,oir ll'e Fo .jm as sLch befo,e th€ Frth Assembty). the
Movimienlo Botrv€ Lib,e ol Botivia, and rhe Com;nunist

govemrefl I'as corl'onteo

Pany of Guadoloupe.

5 Il mus_ be said that unantmily in the WoA,no croup
was reacted lotlowilg -te dedaraiion of one ot tri meft
bers ol me PBD ol Mex,co. who said he hao 40 oqedon h
lhe parlicipaton oi the PBl.
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Presentation of the Brazilian
Workers' Party (PT)
latin America

has undergone important

transformations since the last Sao Paulo
Forum in Havana. Between July 1993 and
May 1995, presidential and/or general
elections were held in 14 Latin American
countries. This process established some

In their discoune and policies, the neo
conservatives explicitly or implicitly

necessary to combat inflation early in
order to retum to growth and then, much

defend the minimum strate as a solution to
the national-developmentalist model. This
model, which was crcated in the 1930's,
has been in crisis for more tha.n l5 yean.

later, distribute the wealth.

precedents.

In almost all the cases. forces of the left
or centerleft contested the elections with

real possibilities of winning. In the
majority of the elections, the contest was
dominated by a dght vs. (center-)left
coalition. ln spite of defeats, this is the
best overall performance of the left in the
history of latin America.

This performance results from

a

D

a

I

a

dos
O

Since these policies will only pmduce
positive results in the medium to long

term, social programs have

been

a

Parlk osem P6t6ss
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prolonged crisis of social movements as
well as the political renovation and
organic recomposition of progressive
parties and movements in the last ten
years. The difficult conditions in which

the left's program developed and its
advene electoral results did not diminish
the shength of tlle latin American left. On
fte contrary. the left continues to maintain
a stlong presence in society and continues

to grow considerably in parliaments

well as in municipal and

as

state

governments. The left remains a decisive
factor in countries tluoughout the region.

"The Workers' Party Cfhe party without bosses):
For a workers' government! "

There are, however, enolmous
challenges ahead.

The left will have to be the voice of
those who today have no voice, the

Without attacking the root of the
problem, neo-liberalism exploits the

excluded. It must simultaneously express
the national, democratic aspirations of atl
socially organized sectols who oppose the

hostiliry of growing social secto$ against
an authoritarian, inefficien! bureaucmtic
and, above all, privatized state machine.

savage organic re-insertion of Latin
America into the new world (dis)order.

Mexico,
[...]
Peru. Bolivia and panicularly Brazil
the electoBl debate revolved around the
question of monetary stability. victorious

In some countries

candidates defended neo-[iberal
adjustment plans, including:
a a strong Fogram of privatization (or
"flexibilization" in the Brazilian case) of
state industries;

O a profound opening of caPital and
to foreign

commercial markets
inYestment:

O

$e deregulation of labor

and social security systerns.

relations

NeoJiberatism proposes the total rctreat of
the state from the economy, which makes
it impossible to implement social policies,
especially in 0re areas of education, health,
housing, transportation and welfare.
The haditional right and recent converts
to its doctrines affum that a generalization

of market mechanisms (a paradoxical
proposal in the highly oligopolized
societies of Latin America) can correct
rcal social distortions and give new vigor
to Latin Amedcan countries through full
integration into the world economy.

Rhetoricalty recognizing the depth of
the social crisis Latin America is going
through. neo-conservatives argue that it is

formulated to reduce the emergency
impact of the crisis. The best known is the
Mexican PRONASOL (S@ Intenwtional

Viewpoint #263, February 1995) which

inspired the Comunidade Solidaria
program of Brazitan President Femando
Henrique Cardoso.
[. . .] In these and other countries, the left

criticized the socially excluding,

economically anti-national and politically
authoritarian character of the neo-liberal
Foject. The left emphasized the need to
first of all confront the question of social
apanheid. With little or no success, the left
offered altemative development Projects
that sought to reduce inflation, sPark
economic grow& and redistdbut€ wealth.

Recognizing that globalization is an
objective phenomenon, the left sought to
combine commercial openings and the
need to attract foreign investments with

tntenationatvtewpoint*268July'1995
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where the economy grew 30 7o in the last
few years, yet the unemplolment rate rcse

a259o.
These new sfuctural facto$ of higher
unemployment, brought about by the
general effects of macro-econom ic
political models, increase social exclusion.
Statistics indicate a dse in the number of
men and women living below the povefty
tine in Brazil and in a large pan of laLin
America.

safeguards

to

guarantee IIatiollal

sovereignty.
In face of the concem for conshucting
altematives, leftist national deyelopment

projects did not always offer a level of
depth and clarity necessary to overtum'the
ideological hegemony of neo-conservative
positions. Such positions revealed an
enormous capacity to penetmte

[...] Politically, the implementation of
this model has strong authoritadan
implications, especially considering the
precariousness of democratization in the
majority of l-atin American countries.
Though workers and other popular and
demoqatic sectors participated extensively
in the democralizalion process. it is

st.ikingly clear that in almost all the

even the popular classes.

Still perplexed by the crisis of

centrally planned economic
models or by the collapse of the
social democratic welfare state,

The defensive position of the

left allowed the right

to

characterize resistance to neoliberalism as a "corporative",
"xenophobic" project hostile to

LA IilTEGRACIO}I
de los PUEBI,0S
)5 AL )A DE /YIAYO
/vlONTEVI DEO

new
as

been

wi0rout any great difficulry.

Second. because

consequences

This

the

of the Mexican

collapse and other similar collapses
are not necessarily an advance for

To become "competitive",

hbmational Viewpoint#268 July i995

a

compensated and can survive

other parts of the world, has
particularly gave consequences in
latin America-

8

of

the austerity measures adopted to
exorcise the crisis are the working

always, have already

phenomenon, which occurs in

This explains cases like Argentira,

rcasons to celebratre.
First, because the main victims

inflationary boom. The rich,

necessarily have a positive impact

inaoduce, are labor saving without having
a favorable social impacr

neo-liberal

sectoral pay squeezes, recession,

growth in a continent marked by
gross social inequalities, it is
worth noting that gowth does not

businesses were obliged to drastically
reduce fteir expenses and the quality of
services, making work more precarious.
The new investments, with the processes
of work and management techniques they

the fragility of

unemployment and

1995 .

employment.

American left multiple and complex
lessons. Even though the Mexican
crisis confirmed the expectations of
the left and, above all, demomtrated

class and excluded sectors of
society. The crisis will result in

In addition to slowed economic

on

This highlights the fact that political
democracy will be permanendy theatened
by the absence of economic and social
democracy.
This situation stsengthens the position of
those who claim that politics is
implicidy pervene. [t opens a space
for outsiders and opportunists and
creates a technocratic conception of
power that implies the exclusion of

adjustment prcjects, there are no

America indicate a decline. The
GDP for the entire continent is
expected to drop ftom 5Vo it 1991

it

organizations.

America and offer the Latin

[... ] The predictiors for
economic growth in Latin

ts 2Vo

The fact that advances in political
democracy did not tmnslate into better
social conditions for the masses discredits
politics and politicians involved in lefu't

a paradigm for the rest of Latin

RU6UAY

modemiq/.

mechanisms of rcpresentation.

[...]

complex situation of

without offering a replacement.

on a rhetorical level,1. This disuredits

The events of December
1994 in Mexico clearly expose the
limits of a model drat is considered

capacity to propose innoyative,
popularly backed solutions. This

is a

traditionally precarious in Latin America.
The increased fiagility of the majority of
political parties is reflected in the absolute
inconsistency of their plogmrns (or in the
fact that all of them resemble one anotlrcr

the masses.

the left demonstrates little

economic, social and political
hansition in which one model of
development enters into crisis

populists, complicates reform of the
political system and further distorts the
mechanisms of representation which are

transitions to democracy compromises
were reached with old dominant groups.
Some of these groups, 'tecycled" for new

democratic times, continue to exercise
pouer. The presence of lhese groups in
power, in some cases associated with
original sectors of the left. centerleft or

the struggle of the working class
and democratic sectors.
Historically, experience has taught
the left a lot about the dangers of a
catastophic vision, a tendency to deduce
the possibilities of political advance from
the crisis of capitalism. Experience has
demonstrated many times that a serious
crisis of the economic model can lead to
authoritadan forms of power, if not to

opencounter-revolution.

*

S5o Paulo Forum

[Extracts from the] Presentation by the Communist Party of Cuba's Delegation to the 5th Sao Paulo Forum

The Evolution of the Economic, Social, and Political
Situation of Latin America and the Caribbean
Brothers and Sisters.

l.

In order to oudine the eyolution... of

the economic, social, and political
situation of Latin America and the
Caribbean which has transpired bemeen
flfth meeting of the Sao
Paulo Forum, we are obliged to refer to
cenain phenomena and processes that for
reasons of time we will not be able to
the fourth and this

analyze in depth. For

this reason, it

is

indispensable that we
place inside this context

our

previously

the hands of the few. These phenomena
led to an increase in poverty and
marginalization as never before.
4. The financial collapse and liagility of
the govemments facilitated the h"nsfer of
ownership of the means of production to

the creditors. They honoured trans-

intemational mooetary reserves and which

national dominion above their counries'
economies and they amplified

was financed in our region by deficit

foreign influence

over
domestic politics. Special

Dear
readers

mention deserves to be given

to the "Brady Plan,"

a
save

We need 300 new
problems of our region, subscribers in'1995
the

it is necessary to
two
confront

7. The reality of the subcontinent is that

the financial "boom" was destined to
mean that resources were to be sent
outside the region. This has created a
fictitious process which contributed to

mechanism designed to
North American banks fiom
the devaluation of their loans
and "to capture" the most

discussed perspectives.

2. To broach

subhuman status.

to

securc lnternational

profitable productive sectors

commercial and fiscal activities. This was
artificially sustained by imports, rcsulting
in the loss of our ability to control inflation

and stimulating local bourgeoisies into
hyper-consumerism by means of credit
channels, which produced a model of
supposed economic gowth financed by
speculation.

8. The result of sponsoring speculative

is

in

growing

Viewpoinfs future, the
misconceptions, The
page three
fi$t misconception is coupon on
that the subcontinent is explains how to
progressing toward subscdbe and how much
economic development to send as a minimum
and social justice. The contribution.

of Latin America and the

creations

Caribbean. Litde by little this

economic deformation. The impulse for

the

privatization and marginalization of

growing regional foreign
debt, which by the end of

economies has accentuated unemployment
and curtailed real gro\a'th. It has enhanced

1994 reached $534 US

the impulse toward marginalization...

billion. This aggravated the

other misconception

situations

affirms that

the ln solidarity

continent is moving Ihe editorial board

toward

the

nations. which couldn't count
on financial activities to back
up the present "mortgage."

consolidation of Region
democracy.

3. With so much at
stake,

it is important to

have a

clear

understanding of the
decade

of the 1980s.

The drainage of net
financial resources and

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
G reece
Great Britain
lreland
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden

the transference of Total Europe
Latin American and
Caribbean goods and
seNices to the expo
sector created rccession.

hyper-inflation,
stagnation in
employment and per
capita consumption, a

decline in production
and the weakening of

Canada
United States

Total Americas
Hong Kong
Japan

Total Asia

Australia
New Zealand

broad sectors of Total
production, financial
speculation, and the

concentration of
properry and revenue in

Rest of the world

Grand Total

plan contributed to

expressed

4

opening and deregulation,

annulled the competitive capacity of the
national productive capaciry, accelerated
de-industrialization, increased the forcign
debt, augmented the commercial deficit,
degraded the conditions of life for the
majority, deepened the concentration of
property in the handS of a few, and in all
but a few cases, eliminated atl possibility
of technical progress and development for

14

which fed the appetites of the

our countries.

go al
2

I

6

50
2
17

6
19

139

20
90
110
21

14

53
8
5

13

of the debtor

5. Paralleling this

was

indiscriminate commercial

intemational fi nancial system.

The result of this
hundreds of billions of

was

dolla$

9. Combined with the socio-economic
phenomena already mentioned is the

withdrawn from local

question of whether

businesses and production

Caribbean can effectiyely encounter a

and put at the disPosal of

process

more speculative gambles to
obtain easier

profis.

latin America

and the

of consolidation of democracy. Is
democracy able to coexist with inequality

and injustice'l Are we able to have
democracy in counkies that are every day

6.

Mediating

this

arithmetical magic of
macroeconomic incantations
a number of institutions now
announce the end of what was

called in Latin America and

,t

the Caribbean the "Lost
Decade." This created a
situation in which two-thirds
of the regions' inhabitants fetl

13

300

into classifications like
"unviable," a strange
tntlmalionat Vtewp.int#258 ,,uly
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culmination of the first step in the

economic ministries. and other

restrucruring of the sysrem of hemispheric
relations, whose objectives have been: !o
consolidate and re-articulate a new design
in the economic relations of the mntinent:
to define a new collective security system;
and to deepen the campaign to isolate the
Cuban Revolution. Within dris context,
they produced the United States military
intervention in Haiti, which constitutes a
defining example of the new concept of
"hemispheric security."

goyemmental institutions, whose political
preconditions
through conventions and

10. In order to be able to answer this
question, it is important to separate
ourselves from a logic imposed on us
which says that we must accept a
subordinate role within the new system of

15. However, what is the relation
between sovereignty and democracy?
And how can they tout the claim that tlrey
are strengthening democracy while at the
same time accentuating the process of the
loss of sovereignty?

intemational relations.

16.
l. The principal

elements that

confom

to this "New World Order" are the
implantation of a code of values and
conduct destilled to impose on all the
nations a political model that facilitates
foreign domination and guarantees limited
soyercignty and the right of intervention,
They justify intervention in intemational

questions and broaden coercive

mechanisms which impose the interests of
the powerirl and amp)ifu sanctions agaimt
those who do not obey.
12. The Foponents

of dre 'New World

compare

not possible to
the rEal political situation in latin

America and the Cadbbean with the
period of military dictatorships. Also. it
would be enoneous to generalize about the
politicat systems of all the countries of the
region. It is a r€ality that the popular forces
approve of the democratic spaces which
exist for gathering forces and competing in
conditions relatively less disadvantageous

within the system.
17. Neve heless, what has become
dominant is a regional political panorama
characterized by such practices as the

elimilation of a real choice among

intemational financial organizations would
like to impose resn'ictions in
economic

manipulation of the mass media of

tr

and social sphere. The combination of
both make up pincers that restrict the
sovereignty of our nations. ln this mamer
they produce a dual process, one pan of
which is drat they weaken those elements
in our govemments that are opposed to
trans-national capital, while at the same
time they aid and aber rhe repressire
elements in thos€ governnents against the
secton most affected by the crisis.
13. In the case of our continenl with ttrc
motive of heightening social and political
crisis and promoting violence in various

places, the United States and the dominant
elites in l,atin America and the Caribbcan

worked hand in hand fuoughour tle pasr
fie creation o[ new mecharLisms
for preserving their interests. and
especially to stop the reform and
decade in

revitalization of the Organization of
Amedcan States.

14. In a similar process, the ,,Latin

December 1994, constituted the

kbmatiooataewpoi,tt*268 Juty

candidates, expensive electoral campaigns,

communication, existelce of "pemane[t
authorities," "powers,'l unchallengeabte
elections, "indisput4ble polls", interference
o[ t}le United Stabs in the inEmai affai$

of other nations, and influe[ce of the
armed forces in political life.

18. Far from advancing democracy,

neo-liberalism contributes

19t 5

to

unemployment and a decline in the level
and quality of life for two-thirds of the
population of our subcontinent. It forces
popular sectoB to accept calls for social

pacts and other similar formulas which
restrict the gains aud democratic spaces

achieved during years

of

struggle.

Democratic spaces achieved during ???

19. The limitations of this political
model and the effects of the socioeconomic and political crisis are also
defined by the dependent character of the

nations

America Summiq" celebmred in Miami in

0

20. Now, if the political system has
become a dead weight, if the difficulty of
the socio-economic crisis is more than can

if

of Latin America and the

Caribbqn, especially in ttris period of the
loss of national sovereignty. A new form
of pemanenl autlrority is coming to the
fore. situated in the central banks. the

the fundamental

decisions that affect the subcontinent are

predetermined by foreign interests, we
must ask what real weight in imdamental
decisions do voters have that affect the

nations

of Latin America and

the

Caribbean? What margin remains for the
exercise of democracy?

It is certainly

Order" would like to legitimize these
norms of behavior in the same way that

1

-

subject to change and whose functionaries
share the viewpoint of major commercial
and firancial institutions.

be dealt with, and

rnore dependent and less sovereign?

I

mediated agreements
and in large part
"elected"
govemment
is not
thorough

Document
21. The answer is that we must support,
on fte one hand, the demand for uniyersal
suffrage, direct elections, and the secret
ballot, as well as for real and effective
democracy, on $e other. This duality can
haye an echo in an apparendy democratic
political system whose real function is to

facilitate the subordination of
subcontinent

tro

the

new mechanisms of glotral

dominalion. What we nee.d to suppon is
the idea that such fundamental decisions
should be made democratically by the
people.

22. Within this small opening, how do

tle parties and
the political movements between the
fourth and fifth meetings of the Sao Paulo
Forum? How do we evaluate *re electoral
results obtained so far? What is the
we evaluate the activities of

penpective for the popular struggles in our

following gains on the electoral plane. The
triumph of the Revolutionary Democratic
Party in the Panamanian presidential
elections, as well as participation of other
parties in govemmental coalitions which
have won [unreadable figure] deputies, 57

senators, and 10 govemorships. At the
same time. hundreds of mayoral victories
have been attained with more than 29
million votes, constituting 24% of the
yotes cast in the present electordl cycle. It
speaks to the class character of those
excluded from the system that the
organizations represented in the Forum
have obtained a quarter of these recent
yotes. Without doubt, the majority of our
parties and political movements have not
had an equal experience. Consequently,
our general electoral results have sparked a
deep and conshuctive debate, as we have
seen reflected in this meeting.

28. In conclusion, during the period
between the

fouth

and fifth meetings of

tie Sao Paulo Forum, tie siruarion ir tarin

America and the Caribbean was
characterized bv the deepening of the
socio-political crisis, the advances of the
United States in the process of rearticulating hemispheric relations, and the

demonstated capacity of the dominant
political system to roll back the electoral
gains of the left. However, the evident
signs of the birth of dre popular movement

could not be hidden.

29. At this time, the challenges facing
the popular forces of the continent are
formidable. What do we do to brcaden the

subcontinent?

26. Furthermore, because of the
23. Within the climate of deepening

discrimination suffered, the left has not yet

social and political crisis in l,atin America
and the Caribbean. we see a re-animation
of popular forces continually involved in a

developed articulate political and

is intermingled with

our level of unity is precarious and

process that

impositions or conditions

economic programs capable of attracting
the majority of the population. Therefore

democratic space inside our societies
while so much external pressure acts to
fortifu antidemocratic tendencies? How
do we avoid proposing to the masses what
seems unattainable at the moment, while

liactioning and tensions. In ttrcse debates,

insufficient for confronting the formidable

at tlle same time we avoid attempting less

alternatives,
regroupments, and the recomposition of

waste of all types of resources that

alliances.

parties and political movements have

than tbe hopes of our peoples? It is an
illusion to Fetend that we already have the
answen. Also. it would be absurd that a
forum as broad and diverse as this would

we are looking for

characterizes the dominant classes. Our
faced immense challenges in the struggle

24. We must take into account the

of our people to better understand the

effects of tlrc crisis. The popular struggles

causes and the nature of the crisis that
affects our continent, to create an

against the phenomena of growing
corruption on the continent are without
precedent. They have interupted the
mandates of three presidents, presented
charges against various ex-prcsidents and

indispensable consciousness for'thange,"
and to educate about lhe ugent necessity

of the economic and political integmtion
of l,atin America-

corrupt politicians, initiated judicial
proceedings against senators, deputies, and

other elected officials in numerous
counlrie.. One of the highest tendencies
within fie activity of social movemenb in
Latin America and the Caribbean is that

27. Fimlly, p€rmit us to mahe a very
brief reference to Cuba- The Cuban

Revolution is a historical process in

which begins with a restoration of

development, summarized by a pennanent
climate of blockade, hostility, and intense
isolation- which some would now call "the

sfuggles within this nanow framework.
With each struggle the people gain a better

project of the Helms-Burton Law."
Thrcughout this process, the Revolution

unde$tanding of the stsuctual character of
the crisis.

has been and remains in constant evolution

25. Within tire political sp€chum of the
Sao Paulo Forum, we have seen the

W

The 1994 bound collec-

tion of lnternational
Viewpoint is now available -price
$US25,/f15. Bound
volumes for previous
years only $USl5/f10

and correction. These

certain
modifications corespond with the
aspirations and needs of our people and
with the conditions and possibilities at
each momelt. It is true that the changes
occuring in the intemational scene place

be able to elaborate acceptable recipes

dnt

would be applicable for everyone,
30. Witlout doubt it is evident that the
hemispheric pact signed at the Miami
Summit was designed to stop the advance
of popular sectors in Latin America and
the Caribbean. For this reason. to be able

to develop a conlinental strategy in
it is indispensable to strengthen

rcsponse,

the Sao Paulo Forum. with the objective
that we will be able to initiate a struggte
against neo-liberalism and against the loss

of sovereignty of our nations,

because

without sovereignty there can be no real

democracy.

*

Cuba in a particularly difficult situation,
which dictates the nec€ssiry of inuoducing
cerlain modificaLions in social, economic.

and political areas. However, the
characteristics and rhythms of the present
and future evolution of the Cuban political
and economic project will be determined
solely by the aspirations and potentialities

of our own people, without exter[al

Inurrational Viewpoint*268 ,uly
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Fifth S5o Paulo
lnterviews with representatives of the Uruguayan Tupamaros, Brazilian

PT

and Cuban

CP

The Latin American left ar
Braulio Moro ask representatives of three Latin
American parties about the importance of the
Zapatista revolt in southern Mexico for the Latin
American left as a whole. Julio Marenales is a member
a What have the Zapatistas

of the leadership of the National Liberation
Movement (MLN)-Tupamaros of Uruguay. Raul Pont
is Vice-Prefect of Porto Alegre (Brazil) and a member
of the Executive Committee of the Blazilian Workers'

expressions of the crisis which neo-

brought to the Latin-Ameriran left
since they appeared on 1 tanuary

liberalism has provoked in Iatin America.
'Zapatism' erposes t-he reality in Latin
Americ4 with all its brutal inequalities. It

1995 ?

pressurc on those in power, but not one
which makes constant reference to the
classic theory of the taking of power by
the guerrilla movement. But there are

Julio Marcnales (MlN-Tupamaros,):

confirms that the situation in Chile.

other programmatic

First, this is a movement where the

Argentina and Bolivia is the same as in

concerning which

indigenous ethnic group is very important.

Brazil or Mexico. The orientatiort of

make ajudgement.

This has not be€n so common in Latirl
America. All the ethnic groups which
make up the various nations of Latin
America have contdbuted to the
revolutionary movements, but the only
other movement where the indigenous
peoples had the same weight in the

[Argentinean President Carlos] Menem or
of the Mexican govemment is to create a

liveable society for 20-30% of the
population, while marginalising all the

was

EZIJII does not describe
i6elf as an avant-garde. Does this

signify a real change in the
tradition of the latin American left
? And how doe-s this new
conception affect the rcst of the

insurreclion which does nor have as ils
goal *re taking of power, but the defence
of a ce ain model of democracy and
legality. When you look at the programme
of the Tapatista National Liberation Army

Ieft

(EZLN), you don't see any socialist or
revolutionary references. What they
pusuit of which
they have had to rake up arms! This is
demand in

something new.

from the question of whether you consider

Ir

yourself to be an ayant-garde or not.

the previous situatiots,
the armed struggle aimed at taking power.
We ourselves did raise this new idea. but it
is the Zapatistas who put it into practice.

Whatever they say about themselves,

Abel Prieto (Cuban CP):

The
derelopment of a guerrilla moremenl in
Chiapas state, and all the messages of
Sub.commandant Marcos, witlr their new

language, all this shows... that the
application of neo-liberal stuategies can
cause new social explosions, including
explosions which take an organised form.

ltionalVawpoint#258 Juty

lE

place.

The big question is how to integrate
various important experiences into a form

adapted to the reality of each specific
counuy. I think our own experience in the
PT and the Popular Frcnt (organised for
the recent election campaign) also plays a
role in creating unity in the face of neo-

themselves. All this depends on a practical
prccess, not on a theoretical point of view.

countries of Latin America. And the

of guerrilla movements

in

previous periods. But it is certainly clear

that this movement is an instument of

5

broken a certain tendency among a large
part of the lefl which privileged a purely
electoral perspective, and rclegated the
social movements and spontaneous
struggles of the population to second

role of unifying the popular democratic
camp, with the goal of building an

strategy

model, as something to follow. But the
Zapatista rebellion is one of the clearest

hw,

tle

America. For me, the importance of the

Zapatista movement is that they have

Zapatistas do find themselves in pole
position in a certain process. No other
politica.l force in Mexico has provoked the
same kind of social earthquake as the
Zapatistas have. So, in a way, they are
becoming, at least as long as $e curent
condirions lasr. an avant-garde despite

Abet Prieto (Cuban CP): It is too soon
to make a judgement about this particular
guerilla movement, and ttre significance
of the change from the so-called 'foco'

Raul Pont (Brazilian Workers,
Party): The Mexican 'miracle' was
presented to Brazilians as a positive

12
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Julio Marenales (MlN-Tupamaroq):
'Avant-gardism' is not a question of selfaftirmation. Whether you are in fact an
ayant-garde or not is something different

demand is simply the righl to acr wirhin

A

at the level of the political slruggle in
Merico as a whole, and across Latin

O fhe

ourselves did envisage in an older
document: the possibility of an armed

the system.

altemative to neo-[bera]ism, be it in Larin
America or in t}le world.

Mexican 'miracle' was an invention of drc
mass medi4 reaffirming the 'one true way

Revolutionary Union (JRNG). Generally,
our movements have been movements of
tlle whites.
Second, there is an aspect which we

a

of thinking' which provides for no

The Zapatista rebellion proves that

everything we were told about the

in the National Guatemalan

Raul Pont (Brazilian PT): This is

movement which has adopted none of the
classic theses of the armed slruggle in
latin America: neither the 'foco' strategy,
not the 'prclonged war' saategy. What I
have read of them suggests a rcsistance
mo\emenl which denounces the living
conditions of the people. They undersrand
tie limits for a more general confrontation

rcst.

movement as in the Zapatista movement

approaches
to

I find it difficult

liberalism. In Uruguay, despite all the
Foblerns, the Frente Amplio is plalng the

altemative Foject to neoliberalism. This

[synthesis and adaptation] is the most
impodant tasks facing us, in each of the
Zapatistas have severdl important elemeDts
of this process.

O The Latin Ameian left

has
been very late in developing iB

solidarity with the Zaqtiste
struggle and with the indigenous
communities whidt are the social

S5o Paulo Forum

, the Zapatistas

base

of the ELN. Why?
intemationalism had declined a lot.

Julio Marenales: Since the decline of
the Latin American Solidarity
Organisation (OLAS) in the 1960s, we

have forgotten the importance of
intemational relations and intemational
solidarity. we are no longer concemed
with what is happening in the other

Abel Prieto: We have very good
rclations with the lrulingl Institutional

Revolutionary Party (PN) in Mexico. We
are a party in govemment, which Eies to

defend revolutionary ideas, and to
maintain governmental relations with

countries. As we have said in this Forum,
our movements are becoming absorbed by
national themes, and not paying enough
atteffion to intemational problems.
We are also loosing our ability to react.
Il Uruguay, for example, North American

parties of differing political orientations,
and with conceptions different from our
own. We have to maintain this duality
not because we have double standards, but

'consultants' have arived, without the
large demonstrations this would have
provoked in the old days. And it was an
uphill struggle to get the Frente Amplio to
participate in this Forum. I donit know

o[ Cuba. And we are engaged on a major
diplomatic offensive in tlis regard.
Certainly, this Zapatista explosion has
come at a time when drc Latin American
left has been developing a more moderate

I think

discourse ('este tipo de discurso de

about the other countries. but

-

because we are working with other
goverrments to try to brcak the isolation

izquierda light'). At the same time, we are
in a period of rocomposition following fie
ideological crisis caused by the collapse of

Real Socialism. ln other words. this is a
phase when the left has not yet found a
discouGe to oppose to the reactionary

post-modernist discourse. We

are

developing a moderate left, for the
consumption of academics in North
Ameiea, but we haven't analysed the
intemarional sin-ulion in suffi cient depth.

Raul Pont: there have been public
protests, and the diffirsion of texts issued

by the EZLN, but it is true that there
should be more solidarity than therc has

been. The difficulties we have seen
illustrate the lack ol instruments which
unify tle struggles in Latin America. I
think that this Forum is one attempt to
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EZLN
continent-wide activities. Of course. the
Sao Paulo Forum cannot do very much.
But one could imagine a day of action, or
some more specific initiative. Incidentally,
we shouldn't be confining ourselves to one

If something
impoftalt happens, we should be able to
meeting every year.

plan solidarity action, a simultaneous strike
across Latin America.
Inside the Forum, we have to struggle
against the tendency which would reduce
the EZLN to a virtually academic question.

We should be looking for practical
measures, howevet modest, which could

become the beginning

of a process,

stimulating more important initiatives.

Abel Prieto: Obviously, we should
mention the Mexican problem in the final

declaration. We will adopt a finat
declaratiol in which we express our
solidarity and try to sketch out a tentatve
solution. As far as lhe Cuban Communist

Party is concerned, we have always
defended ttrc idea that this problem should
be posed in the context of the question of

political odentation which may provoke
this type of violence and explosion. We

have always encouraged peaceful
discussion, respectful to the Zapatistas and
to our parfilers.

Raul Pont: The left and the political
reinforce solidariry, but it hasn't done so

with the urgency which the situalion

O What initiatives should the 55o
Paulo Forum ta,ke in solidarity
with the EZLN and the people of

required. I do think that Latin American
left parties could transform each action,

Mexico

each condemnation, each important
political act into a propaganda initiative,
with an echo in the other countries. At this

Julio Marenales: First of all to decide
that the constituent moyements of the
Forum should try to hform those around

Forum, we have heard extremely serious

them about the conditions in Mexico, and
the reality of ttrc Zapatista movemenl This

condemrations o[ the siruarion in Bolir ia.
Argentina and Brazil, and I thinl we need
to create mechanisms for denouncing such
things, for taking action, for solidarity, for

correspondence, for the exchange of
expe.rience and irformation. We should

?

is all still relatively little known. We

should explain how the Mexican
go\ernment exercises total hegemony in

all area, including in the workers'

municipal government, including the

movement. We would characterise this
govemment-conbolled labour movement
as 'yellow', though there are of course

important experience with democratic

valuable exceptions.

also talk about our positive erperience in

control over popular resoulces.

We should be thinking about some

nprecor oara Am6rica Latina
Rdvista
bime'stral de informaci6n y andlisis
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groups in Mexico should ensure tlat what

happens in Chiapas be known more
widely, and that the Zapatista movement
not be isolated. It should not be left up to
fte media.
The PT has reproduced documents of
the EZLN and information about Mexico
in our intemal publications. Marcos' letters
have found a large echo in our party. We
have even managed to get information on
the Zapatistas published in the national
media in Brazil. In the Pf, there is a very
natural solidadty with the Zapatistas and
with the struggles which are developing in

Mexico.

*

[These interviews were caried out
separately during the Fifth Sao Paulo
Forum. The responses have been goupred
for ease ofreadingl.

Sri Lanka

War resumes amid
government's broken promises
On April 19th the Tamil Tigers unilaterally ended their
fragile three-month cease-fire with the Sri Lankan
government. The broken promises and missed
opportunities of the centre-left Peoples Alliance
coalition have had the predictable result. ln fact,
The Peoples Alliance (PA) victory in
August 1994 was greeted with rclief and
geat expectafion, especially after seventeen
years of right-wing and authoritarian United
Narional Party (JNP) govemnrenrl

The fight agaiNt lhe ' se!,aratist menace",
cr in other words the war against the minodty
Tamil naion, was perhaps THE key election

isue. The militatry option had been tried and
had visibly failed. UNP-sponsored antiTarnil riots in the tmainly Sinhatat south in
1983 actually increased suppod among
Tamils for an amed str-rggle agains the Sd
Lankan state and for an independent

homeland in the mainly
Tamil north€€sl
Waging war on

neither side is interested in peace with dignity and
freedom for the minority Tamil nation. Eala
Skanthakumar argues thaf the way to stop the war is
a mass movement for peace now, and against the
government's anti-poor and neoliberal policies.

are rcfugees and asylum seekers around the

world

President Chandrika Bandaranaike
Kumaratunga has dragged her feet over
proposing

a devolution package fc,r tire northeast ever sinc€ she was elected in October
1994. Several rouds of peace tatk with tlre

Liberation Tigen of Tamil Elaarn

(LfiE),

but even the sec'ret conespondmce between

Chandrika and LTTE leader Velupillai
habaklnran has p,roved to be tuidess.
It was hardly surprising that *Ie LTTE
would eventually tte of talking peace and
launch an audacious anack on drc Sri I-ankan

nary (merely two houn after formally ending
the cease-fire). The LTTE has only one
ideology
militarism. Its narrow and
parochial brand of naionalism seeks only to
rcplace ttrc BTanny of the Sri knkan state
with drat of its at'solute leader over tlrc Tamil
people. L 1983 there werc a dozen militant
Tamil group. Today, in the nortli-east of the
island, there is only one. The LTTE has
systematically assassinated the leaders and
massacred tlte cadres of rival organisations.
When it finished wittr them it killed leaders of

-

non-militant Tamil parties and leftists,
including comrade Annamalai of the Nava
Sama Samaja Party, Sri

Lankan section
a

guenilla

of

the

Fourth lrtemational.2

The

force which lcrows ie terrain

and can melt into the

Tamil

-

Tigers

tolemte no dissent in the
arcas under their conaol.
No other 'parties may

population infl icted geater
casualties on tlle govemrnent

side. And the human rights
abuses commited by the Sri

opemte. The press reflects

Lankan amy, its treatment
of every Tamil as a tarorist
and ttp racism ofthe Sinhala

there is neidrcr

political

only LTTE views,
iee

and

speech

nor free assembly. Those
who oppose (or even
mildly criticise) them are
imprisoned arld torturcd.

establishment

served only to embitter

There are currently 4,000
TamiJs in dr Eisons of the

Tamfu frrth€l.

Some 50,000 civilians

Tamil Tigers.

have been killed. The

An

northem Jaffna peninsula
lie,s in ruins, i6 people living
a pre-industrial existence.

independent state (Tamil
Eelam) ruled by dp LTIE
would rival tlr Carnbodian

There is no electricity, and
timited supplies of food and

barba.rity towards its own

medicine.

people.

The

Pol Pot regime in its

only

The LTTE stems fiom,

fi.rnctioning lrospital rclies on

an

and dxaws

emelgency power

generator and

a real

tfu dedication

of a handful of

health

workers. Hundreds of
thousands of people are

I

and

schools. OYer two hundrcd
thousand people have taken
refuge in soutlrcrn India ad

hm&eds of thousands mcre

support ftom
.sion and a

sense of
Ln

its rne$ods

and r.rcr,,.,gu it has beconre

intemally displaced: living in

temples, churches

wi
rnj.

is

onr

I

a minor image of the very
monster lhat spawn€d it
Sinhala nationalism. There

-

is no social content in the
Tigen' politics. The LTIE
has no vision
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Sri Lanka
which can libemte the rvo*er and toiler lilrrr
dre everyday violence of hmger and poverty.

Nor would it uproot the oppression of
women and lower castes within Tamil

becoming the target of either side.
Cordon and search operaions in the soutl
continue to take place. The aim is to "flush

society.

Minorities in

$e North

How can drc Tigers convince non-Tamil
minorities drat they will be safe in "Eelam"

when they expelled 75,000 northern
Muslims, who now live in refugee camps?
On 26 May 1995 the Tigen murdered 42
Sinhala fisher-fotk. Ard how to reassure
minorities of their place on the terdtory
controlled by dre LTTE when democracy,
human rights, and self-orgaaisation are not

even tolerated within the Tigers' own
shuctures?

But attack on non-Tamils in tlre et}nically
mixed East will continue. They are cent'al to
the LTTE political-military strategy in two
ways. Firs! these attacks sewe tlp shon-tetm
purpose of keeping the anny in tlrc Eas! to

Fotect villagem. This prevents the armed
forces mounting a combined assault on
LTTE forces in their northem stronghold.
The second purpose of drese atracks is muc
long tern Chasing out Sinhala and Moslem

residents

will change the demographic

balance of the East, making it a clearly Tamil

majodty areaOf couse, simply pointing to the LTIE'S
long record of atrocities will not weaken
Tamil support for the Tigen. Nor will the Sri
l-ankan govemment's pomise to defeat the
LTfE '\rithin one yeaf'. We have heard this
lhreat several times since 1979, and it has yet
to materialise.

The LTTE fear only one fting: an end to
drc war and a du:able, genuine solution to drc
natiornl quetion. Because once d]ey become

inelevant to the Tamil nation, the Tigers will
lose their oedibility and support But a5 long
as tlle Sri tankan Air Fonr rains bombs on
civilians, as long as people in the nofih starve
0rcugh an economic blockade on food and
necessities, and as long as Tamils in the
mainly Sinhala areas live in daily fear of
death and desnlction of their propeny, the
LTTE will continue to enjoy the support of
drc Tamil nation.

The mass media talks up war fever.
Jounalisls rcport every rumour Aom dle front
as if it were fact But tlle media is silent about
the renewed reports of human righs abuses
on the part of the Armed Forces. There are
confirmed instances of the abduction and
tortue of Tamil youth in the ethnically mixed
eastem arcas. The "disappearance" of Tamfu
has resumed. There are rcpois that ttrc almy

forces Tamil civilians to r,r alk ahead of irs
patols in heavily mined arcas, so tlat soldiqs
will not lose *reir limbs. Whenever dre LTTE

attack an almy base or police station, the
seeriq, forces retaliate against any Tarnil or

16
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Muslim village or refugee camp in the areaDozens have died in this indiscriminate
violence against unarrned non{ombalants.
Thousands flee the area rather than risk

.,uty 1995

ouf' LTTE cadre. Thousands ofyoung Tamil
men urd women are arrqste4 and questioned
without legal advice or a translaror They a{e
released, only to be picked up again a few

days later. Sometimes the aim of thi.
g#&1Fe{H!ed€I"4k!4e}dfr&;ia}&<d- tb-ltri4
President Chandrika'... has said that her

devolution could go beyond that of the
lndian constitution. We are weary of such
rheloric. Former President J.B. said that
his 'denocratb socklism' would be 'a step
beyond Marxism . We are still suflering
under his brand of 'socialism'. The

continuous delay in coming out with
concrete proposals has given ample

anmunition to LTTE extremism... [The

Presidentl rejoices that "we rnved fast to
tultil ou pledges'. What pledges, one may

wonder. Cefiainly the known and secret
pledges to foreign apital and their agents
are tulfilled beyond limits. Yet the workig
nasses and progressive lorces arc living
in shek, wondeing what happened to the
pronises of the leaders they suwfted in
three consedJtive elections in 19 .

V.

Karunarathne, General Secretary,

Nava Sama Samaia Party,24 May 1995

checkpoins. They would not like to see this
sinurtion change

As tor the United Natjonal Parry. they gir e
rclative support to a "popular" govemment
which is reatising the 'dirty work' the UNP
begarl but could not realise lha*s to popular
opposition. This is not just a matter of war
policy, but also the implementation of antipoor neliberal economic policies.
Eotests have broken out in the lea estates
over lhe privatisation of tlrc management of

the plantations. The cost of living spirals
upu elrds. leaving staple foods too expensire

for the very poor. The new outbreak of
hostilities has been an excuse to increase the
defence lery on many goods. MeanwNg lhis
allegedly left of centre goverment fuithfully
implenronts Intemational Monetaly Rmd and

World Bank diktats, so as to continue
receiving aid loans fiom the Paris Club of
we.stem donor countdes.

Stopthewar !
While tlre cr[rEnt governnEnt cannot solve
the national question, it can stop the war
against the Tamil people. But breaking the
govemmelt ftom its pesent mune needs a
mass movement biNed on lhe rcal anti-war

sentiment among Sinhala people. This
movemenl mlrst derxand an irunediate lifting

of tlrc economic embargo on the north, and
respect for hurnan dghts. It must also dernand

ftat lhe govemment stop Eeating the war as a
private dispute witlr dre LTTE. but rccognise
harassrnent is to penuade the parcnts to bribe
the police to rclease tlrcir sons and dzughten.

tlle int€rest oflhe Tamil people as a whole.
Secret negotiations should be replaced by a

Even long-tirne Tamil rcsidents in the south
fear bavelling. Most live in a self-imposed
house arest retuming directly ftom work

betu een tlrc

and never going out when it can be avoided.

a.ll

The outbreak of war in April has given a
new lease of life to Sinhala chzuvinist forces.
One newspaper even canied "Ki[ Tarnfu" as
a bamer leadline. Posten ever,,wherc carry

emotive slogans about the suffering of
soldiqs at tlle fionl or calls like "Save Our
Counny
Save Our Race" and "Armihilate
the Tigen". But there are of course no
identified LTTE members in *re south. So
such postexs are in fact a virnral invitation to
atack locat Tamil civiliaru instead
Media sprrce in the south is dominated by

-

hard-line anti-Tamil pressure groups,
mainstream political parties and Sinhala
fundamentalists and nationalists. The

of a

The curent govemment faces more
difficulty with the military hierarchy than
with the LINP opposition. Military leadels
have arnassed fortunes through kickbacks on

arms confacts and cornmissions on the

transport

of

3ro nations. The starting point is
p" .osal reirendy accepted by

the Four Poim

Tamil parties except the LTTE. While this

ploposal fals short of aorpting tlrc right to

Sinhala clpuvinism

soutlEm peac€ moyement is tlre victim
media black-ouL

public debate on the fulure relationship

goods through military

seinsion, it is a starting point for negotiations
on peace with dignity.3 The governrnent must
spell out its FopoMls for a political package
arswering lhe demands of t}rc Tamils, or step
aside and let others do so. The Nava Sama

Il ly supports all efforts to forge
such a mass movemenl which muld deliver
not only pea@, but also the possibility of an
altemative worken' govemment
Samaja Party

*
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Bosnia-Herzegovina

Bosnia at the crossroads
by Gtherine Samary

unpopular in Serbia itself. The rupture

IT IS TOO SOON to predict the final
outcome of two recent events that could
change the course of the war in BosniaHerzegovina; the taking hostage of
IINPROFOR observers and soldiers by
Radovan Karadzic's Bosnian Serir forces,
on the one hand, and the counteroffensive
by the Bosnian army around Sarajevo on
the other. But the humiliation suffered in
the hostage taking episode has
in no way lessened the common

determination

of the

between Milosevic and his extxeme mdical
dght (wi$ Vojislav Sesel in Serbia, then
with Karadzic in Bosnia) has been a reali$

since a year now. But Karadzic is not a
slave of Milosevic and the project of a
greater Serbia has a real social base
among the Serbs o[ the diaspora who
righdy or wrongly
rcgard tlemselves as
thrcatened outside a Serb state. To build
that state is moreover and above all the

-

tlre "Serb' republic of Bosnia. This would
without doubt be 'tompensated" for by a

recognition by Milosevic of the frontiers
of Bosnia-Herzegovina, accepted by
Karadzic because associated with the right
of B-H to confederate itself with Croatia

and Serbia. The dynamic of such a
scenario depends obviously on the logic of
the existing forces. It remains more d|an
ever explosive and, in the absence of a

political-military defeat of Karadzic.

a$p

great

Westem powers, whatever their
partially differing objectives; to
aYoid entering dre war and to
remain within the fiamework of
the "peace plan" proposed by

Qfr
,

W

t

the "contact group" (United
States, Gelmally, France, Creat

Britain and Russia). This plan

to preserve the
frontiers of BosniaHerzegovina (thus not
attempts

0

.f

recognising the states within
states, the Serbian republic of
Karadzic and the Croat HercegBosna) but at the same time
proposes a teritorial carve-up
on an ethnic basis; initially into
Prll1ir.
three entities, currendy into two
(5170 for the Bosnian Croatian
-Muslim federation, 4970 for the part
controlted by Kamdzic).
Radovan Karadzic for his part is
pursuing a constant objective: to obtain

Pacific
*ie{:r

of

raison d'Atre of the warlords like
Karadzic. This latter will not give it up

instead

easily. Milosevic has not been able to
sweep away these leaderc in favour of
oLhers clo"er to him. Indeed the opposite
has happened rccendy in Krajina, where
"his" candidate was swept aside by the

of Bosnia-Herzegovina (and Yugoslavia
as a whole), one will have only a stage

a blow to the process of

disintegration and nationalist poladsation

people, as a stage towards the unification
of all the Sert states. The union alrcady

radicals.

In this context, alt things being equal
(that is, if the relation of forces on the

towards a regroupment of a greater Serbia
with its chain of consequences in Croati4
Kosovo and Macedonia.
The objective of the recent offensive of
the Bosnian amy is to at least weaken, if
not break, the logic of unification of the

Krajinas of Croatia, dominated by Serb
secessionisls. seeks to press home this
point of view as an "irrevocable " right
imposed on he ground through ethnic

grcund does not deteriorate for Karadzic at

territories controlled by the Serbian

international recognition of the "Serb
republic" of Bosnia in the name of the
dght oi self-determination of the Serb

proclaimed with the leaders of the

the end of

the Bosnian offensive)

the

cleansing.

paradoxical outcome of the hostage taking
episode could be the reinforcement of
Karadzic s intemational position. lt is.

At the political and military levels
Milosevic has a real interest in

then, towards a shaky and unstable
compromise that we are Proceeding. We

consolidating his power at the head of ttle
Serbo.Montenegrin fedemtion tl[ough the

lifting of sanctions and inteFnational
recognirion. The war for a greater Serbia.
which is being pursued on a 1000 km.

front, is very costly and increasingly

do not know tlle tenor of the negotiations
taking place in the wings, but one can
imagine that Karadzic has agreed to
"retum" the hostages (a process which
now appears completed) in retum for a
form of recognition of the authorities of

nationalists. The Bosnian army has
become more professionalism and setded
. much morc
in the course of $e lvar
roPs (whose
numerous than
r.
But there is
is
in
superiority

I'

th'
hei

neither defeat nor radical victory

as

witnessed among other things by the
continuing struggles in Bihac.

It

is

undoubtedly as a consequence of these

after the first
risks that Izetbegoyic
advances of the Bosnian amy attempting
to control the strategic routes linking
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Bosnia-Herzegovina
intemationally recognised state.
A secona bad reason isthe srrpposcd
need to defend a recognised state under

extemal attack.. It is ftue that the initial
outbreak of armed conflict was planned in
Belgrade, in connivance with Zagreb. But
the project

Sarajevo and Pale (the fiefdom of
Karadzic)

-

has proposed to suspend all
if Karadzic signs the peace

the fighting
plar.
For, although not satisfied by tlrc 517o

attributed

to it, the Muslim-Croat

federation has chosen to sign this plan,
preserving at least formally the Bosnian
state. The political desire to make
Karadzic appear responsible for a nonsignahle has also undoubtedly limited the

curent offensive. But the essential

of carving up the tefiitory was

by a pafi of the Muslim SDA and the

amy,

the fedemtion remains dominated
by the nationalist parties who all attempt

intolerant nationalist programmes. To
speak of a war of aggression (often

of conmunities

reduced to "Se6ian aggession ') is also to

dehy any social base to the clashing
nationalisms in Bosnia-Herzegovina. It is
a way not to ask the question of what
problems must be resolved in order to live
anew in a community of several p€oples.
Some say that this pluraliry of peoples i.
an inrention. and that only one Bosnian
peopte exists, as the result of the secular
mixing of peoples. This would mean that

Civic Councils" favourable to the

fezr of losing one's jib and land if one is
not inside the 'right frontiers'. It is

the Bosnian 'people' is subjectively more
solid than fte 'Yugoslay people' was. But
this is to make an a.bstraction fiom history.

combined with socio-cultural dimensions
to forge distinct communities, the
subsequent history of the constuction of
nation-states, starting fiom the heak-up of

the empires in the 1gth century
accompanied by a

whence

the affirmation of

the

maintenance of Bosnia-Herzegor ina in

impossibility of a common Bosnian

several towns of *re federation remains the
proof that Karadzic does not incamate the

Hungary against Serbian and Croat

self-delermination of he Bosnian Serbs

and that the federation is rot (yet) -an
altemative guannteeing the possibility
multi+thnic Bosnia-Herzegovina.

ofa

But is a multi-ethnic Bosnia-

Herzegovina to be defended, even when a
multi-ethnic and multi{r tural Yugoslavia
has brcke[ up, and after the war has sown
its suffedngs and its hatreds ?
It must be defended. But for the right
reasons. Several bad reasons are widely
understood
such as the supposed need
to delend a recognised state. But lhis is

-

after all a juridical argument. And
Yugoslavia was just such an

identity. which soughr ro favour Ausrrianationalisms, when the province passed
under Austrian domination after 1878.
Finally, there is current history, where the
Bosnian state as co[unon framework for
the defence of the interests of all was
rendered profoundly fi.agite by fie coming

to power of nationalist parties and

a

president with Islamic aspinrions.
On the contrary, it is true that the secular

history is also that of a long coexistence
and tolerance. But above all. urbanisation
and industrialisation carried out under
Titoism during the recent decades haye
allowed the enlargement of horizons, the
weakening of the weight of religion, the

mixing of families. This real mixing of

1
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the dismantling of social

accompanied by a real (and well-founded)

ethnic cleansing
('Yugoslavia broke up, so
what else can we expect

faal polarisation of the
Serbian and Croat Bosnian communities
towards the neighbouring states, from

Serbian

populations. Their manipulations have
been facilitated by the absence of a
progressive pole advocating a state of all
the peoples at the Yugoslav and Baltan
levels, as was done by the Titoist Ieaders

property to lhe profir of erch state is

components oI the ethnic mixrure is

of

from whence the

realities which have trapped the

-while
peasants. Today,

Fint of all to abst'act from the history of
secular differentiation. where religion

recognised. The regroupment

-

dimension of dre siege of the towns by the
counnyside in this conflict.
Yet even in the countryside there was no
inevitable outcome of hate and fratricidal
struggle. The role of the militias provoked
the violence, the mendacious propaganda
playing on the memory of past traumas are

distributing the land to the

it is necessary to reverse
the fatalistic argument
which tends to justify

to consolidate their exclusive territorial
holdings and ideological grip. The some
150,000 Serbs of the federation remain in
a precarious position in the absence of an
equal status to that of the other peoples.
Such is in fact the principle weakness of
the Croat-Moslem federation in the
shuggle against the politics of Greater
Serbia. But the federation remains the
privileged fiamework of the resistance to
the nationalist logic in defence of a multiethnic Bosnia-Herzegovina
which

- of the
implies also that the identity

their multi-ethnic anti-fascist struggle in
WW2. This mixed Bosnia is also less real
in the countryside. which is ajurraposition

alliance is fragile because the common
beginning of the war, an ally of the Croat
nationalists against the Moslems, and
because even in the secular context desled

various nationalisms which contrasts with
the attactive force of the partisans and

relayed by 1ocal, Bosnian parties
proclaiming mutually exclusive and

questions are pojitical. The Bosnial-Crcat
Serb enemy is at the same time, since the

people! has evolve and bcerl rendered
ntore fragile by the fragmentation of
at the ideological
Yugoslavia
- with,polarisation by the
level, a dominant

neceisary to reverse this process. That is
why (and how) it is necessary to fight for a
multi-ethnic Bosnia-Herzegovina. This
means responding to all its fea$ so as to
isolate and defeat the nationalist chieftains

whether they are

in

Bosnia-

Herzegovina or the neighbouring states.
That is why it is necessary to reverse the
fatalistic argument which tends to justify
etluric cleansing ('Yugoslavia b,roke up, so
what else can we expect for Bosnia ?').

What is necessary is a new union of
peoples of the Yugoslav and Balkan
region. lt is the cost of the war which
allows this idea to progress.

But there is no model, still less any
simple slogan with which to defend drese
objectjves neither the Jacobean. unirar)
'model' of integation, nor tle constuction
of states based on exclusive ethniciry. One
of the keys to democracy is the distinction
of citizenship (universal, independent of
origin and differences) and of collective
rights (of distinct peoples, but transcending
the exclusive territorial apFoach). But this
is secondary to the essential element

the

socio-economic development that allows
people to live togefier without fear of the
"foreigner" who steals your job and your
social advantages. It is necessary to build
this aitemative logic on an European scale,
notjust in the Balkans.

20 June 1995

Russia

Working class and labour
movement (Partz)
This is the second section of David Mandel's survey
the situation of Russian workers and the labour

of

movement in the fourth year of "shock therapy", the
state-driven forced march to capitalism. In this section

the author focuses on unemployment, income and
living standards. The survey is reprinted with the kind
permission of the British magazine labour Focus on
Eastem Europe, for which the piece was written

As desperate as the
economic situation has
become for most
enterprises, and despite a
presidential decree of the
summer of 1994 that was

heralded as opening the

way for bankruptcies,
relatively have few so far
have occurred, and,
according to the Financial
Times, only one in a large
enterprise. This was the
Samara Aviacor aircraft
plant, which subsequendy

underwent rcstructuring

under

a new court-

appointed management,
which cut employnent by
two thfuds. But in other
cases where large plants
have defaulted on debts,
the courts have at most
allowed the seizure of tlp

enterprise's "social
assets" (clubs, rest homes,

etc.) by the creditors.
The number of jobs in industry shrunk
on tlre average by eight per cent between
mid 1993 and mid 1994, accoding to the
above-mentioned ILO suvey. In some

sectoN, particularly the vast Russian
defence industy, the losses over the past
four years have been much heavier. The
following are some illustrative figules: at
the Kirov Factory in St Petersburg, which

specialized

in

tanks and tractors,

cent of its work force.

"Voluntary" attlitioi has played

a

major

role in the elimination of jobs. Workers
leave because of the &astic fatl in real
wages and the poor prospects for their
plant. Sometimes management offers
severance packages to persuade worken to

leave, thus avoiding having to go through
the union and a possible appeals process.
But permanent layoffs have also been

Assets dirocdy needed for prcduction have
not touched. (Of coune, they are also less

attactive to banks, from the short-term
point of view that curent dominate
economic activity.)

Bankuptcy on a large scale poses a
rnajor political problem for the Russian
govemment because of the typically huge
size of Russian entepdses, often the
town's main employer and supporter of its

employment fell ftom an original ,10,000

occurring, particularly from 1994,

infrasauctue (public transport, housing,

by the summer of 1994: at the
ZIM defence plant in Samara - from
33,000 to 11,000 by the end of 1994, with
1000 more on involultary leave; at
Moscow's ZL diesel truck plant - from
116,000 to 70,000 by the summer of 1994i
at St. Petersburg's Arsenal aeropspace
plar,t - a 4OIo dropi at Samara's Aviacor

includng among pre-retircment-age work

heating, cutural and health facilities, etc.)
This helps to explain, for example, why
the Russian govemment, for now at least,
has been cool to the World Bank plan to

movement, permanent layoffs can be

However. one should not rule this out

ailclaft plant - from 25,000 to 9,m0. But
even the coal industry, with its political

expected to become much more frequent

for the future. The head of the Federal

as privatization and the continued

Employrnent Service predicted a sharp rise

clout and government subsidies, Iost
80,000 workers in 1994, close to 10 per

managemerrt

in unemployed in 1995. The govemment
is held back ooly by pmgmatic political

!o

15,000

force. These have affected women
disproportionately, who constitute some
80 pcr cert of the officially unemployed.
The other major category is youth, about
40 percent of the officially unemployed.
Unless therc is an upsurge in the labour

depression modify
behaviour.

"restructure" the coal industry through
massive closures that would cut over half
the work force.
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Russia
considerutions: how far can it go before an

effective opposition finally arises? Bur
some small provincial towns have already
lost their main industrial employen.
The sectors rhat are nou acnrally hiring
are trade, finance, and otlrcr services used
principally by dre new bourgeoisie, as well

as conshuction

in some areas. this too

largely serving the private and business
needs of that class. Among the rapidly
expanding services is private secudty. Not
surpdsingly, Moscow, the main business
cenhe and the enty point for intemational
hrms, has the lowest unemployment rate
of all Russian towns and regions.

A aend that is beginning to manifest
itself is the shift toward "flexibile"
employment through short-term,

blonds," "fiiendly girls", "good attihrdes".

therapy", consumer prices have risen by
778 times.

On March 10. 1994 Yeltsin issued a

2. lncome and Living
standards
a. The Wage System
Despite price liberalization and the
official free-market ideology, the state
continues to plal a central role in

decree attaching legal responsiblity for
delayed wages but, for obvious rcasons,
the law provided no cleax enforcement
mechanism. The govemment s realpolicy
- which comes down to robbing the work

force - is to pay its debts selectiyely to
groups of workers whose protest potential
presents

fie

gearcst political or economic

regulating the price of labour in the private
sector through taxation: as noted earlier,

threat. In passing, it should be noted that

of the enterprise consumption
fund (wage bill) in excess of six times
(before Janaury 1994 - four times) the

are paid on time.

any

pa

olficial wage figures assume that wages
Under the old system, sectorial wage
scales were centrally fixed. Enterprise
management did have a certain leeway

ground on white-collar personnel. A stsike

state minimum wage multiplied by the
number of employees is heayily taxed as
profit. Some enterprises try to get around
this, for example, through life insurance
schemes that allow untaxed payments to
policy holden, but overdll this policy has
been achieving is goal of keeping wages
low, while other prices reach world levels.
The wages of the twenty million public
service worke$ are direcdy controlled by

over this issue in March 1995 at the

the state.

Bolshoi Ballet halted performances there

When the minimum wage was
introduced by the present regime, it was

agreements concluded individuatly by
enterprises. At the base of this system is

Eesented as a social guarantee: t}le bottom
rung of the wage scale for pub[ic service

supposed to be the national General
Agreement between the national union

workers and the basis for calculation of
various social allocations for the entire
population as well as for judicial fines, and
the like. However, in February 1995, the
Mhister of l,abour acknowledged that the
minimum wage was less than a tenth of
dte official subsistence minimum required
by a single person. In April it could buy t
kilogramme of sausage or 400 grammes of

federations, state and national employen'
associations, which is to set the minimum
framework for all other agreements, on the
sectorial and then enterprise levels. This is

individual conhacts. For example, auto
plants, whose markets have been relatively

stable, now use such contracts to fill
vacancies on the assembly line with
students and foreign workers. They are
also beilg used in conshuction. In other
industries, management is testing the

for tlle first time in almost tvr'o centudes.
Thus, for most workers, the de facto job
secudty and the full employment of the

Soviet era have become only fond
memories. Whereas the old Soviet
consitution included the dght to a job, the
. one wdtten by the Yelrin after he crushed
the parliament in Octobq 1993 declares

only that labour is "free". The threat of
losing one's job, something that three
years ago few workers took seriously. is
now a palpable rcaliq,. The appearance of

a reseNe army of labour has deprived
workers of their former power to "vote
with their feet". This has strengthered

management and dampened labour
militancy. Even in Moscow, where
unemployment is relatively low, health
autlorities repod that sick worken avoid
going lor reahenr out o[ fear o[ losing
theiriobs.

Female employment has suffered
disgoportionately from "shock therapy".
Discrimination against \ omen in hiring
and layoffs is sharply on the rise. This has
the govemment's sanction: the Minister of
Labour has argued publicly that it is
natural for companies to prefer men to
women, the fomer being more reliable, as

they are not distracted by family
responsibilities and by having babies. The
increased economic pressure on women
has made them particularly wlnerable to
sexual hamssment on the job, which is

very widespread. Job advertisemelts,
especially in the growing private service

sector, opcnly specify "long-legged
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cheese. The

government

through the bonus system and also through
the often arbitrary assignment to workers
of higher-than-merited skill categories.
Nevefiheless, fte enteryrise's wage bill, as
well as the size of the work force, were
frxed by the plan which had the force of
law (though plans could be, and quite often
were, rcnegotiated).

By contrast. the new wage system

is

highly decentralized. based upon collective

tie ofEcial policy of 'tocial partrenhip."
However, in 1994, the national agreemeat
was signed only after the se€torial or tariff

agreemenls. so it could hardly play ils
assigned rcle. Moreover, the national as

has

well as branch agrcements in practice are

systematically flauted the law requiring
quanerly revision of the minimum wage in 1993 it was raised twice and in 1994
only once, and remained significantly
below less than what the law required. In
February 1995, the govemment vetoed a
parliamentary bill that would have
doubled ttte minimum to 54,000 rubles, a
litde under one fourth of the minimum
susbsistance wage. It was considered

not legally binding on employers, since tlrc

law does not require membership in
employers' associations capable of
imposing discipline in their rants. The
role of the sectorial agrcement in *le coal
industry is an exception, since this is still a
mainly state owned and subsidized sector.

But the miners have had constantly
threaten shikes and repeatedly to strike to

force the govemment to live up to the

inflationary and would have cut into

agreement.

goyemment tax rcvenues fiom enterprises.
Another folm of wage restriction is the
govanment's rcgular, and illegal, practice
of delaying payment of wages to public

workers are indexed by law, though, as
noted, the govemment flaunts the law.

This renders meaningless

service workers. A similar elfect is

agreements that set the minimum branch

achieved by delaying pai.rnent of subsidies
to state-owned enterpris€s and payment to

wage as a multiple of the state's minimum

enterprises for goods sold to the state.
These delays can reach up to five months,
and when they are finally made there is no
compensation for inflation. Inflation in the
hrst half of 1995 was still above ten per
cent monftly, and since dre start of "shock

Only the wages of public service
branch

wage. Generally. regular indexation is
enjoyed only only by the relatively more
prosperous enterprises (e.g. VAZ, whose
collective agreement provides for monthly
indexation according to the price of a
consumer basket), by politically relatively

powerful groups of workers (e.g. the

Russia
coalminers, whose tariff agreement calls

for quarterly indexation) or, finatly, by
workers in monopoly sectors, like public
tlansport.

The tr.lo baric determinanls oI relative
wages are the market situation of the
sector and of the individual enterprise and
fte political clout of the workels. The best
paid industrial workers are in sectors with
access to foreign markets and/or that arc
structured along monopolistic 1ine. At the
end of 1994, the highest industrial wages
were paid in the fuel sector. especialll in
gas (six times the average) and oil (2.2
times). Wages in the coal sector, on the
other hcnd. once among the highest in

economl. har e lallen .ignificant]y relati!e
to the others, though they remain double
fte industrial average, largely thanlc to the

exceptional militancy of the miners.
Wages in metallugy are above-average,

but significantly more so in the nonfenous sector, which has a strong export
market. As a rule, the closer () extraction,

tle wages.
Wages are also above average (1.4

the higher

rimes) in tie transpon sector. a rellecrion
of its monopoly stlucture. ln conshuction,
which now serves mainly the business and
private needs of the new bourgeoi,,ie.
wages are | .3 times the industrial avenge.
Wages in most processing industdes,

especially light industry and textiles,
metalworking and machine construction
(much of which was part of the defence
complex), are well under the industdal
average (half for light industry and 0.8 for
metalworking and machine-construction),
a consequence of the sharp drop in
demand and the rise in costs of energy and
raw materials. The passenger car and
small truck industry is one of the few
exceptions, tlranks to the relatively stable
demand of the nou,-eaux riches ar.d to
state protectionist measures- In Moscow
alone, there was an increase of 350,000

cars

in

1994.

lr the midst of

an

unprecedented peacetime economic oisis.
Moscow over the past years has become

accumulated national wealth. as well as
that wealth that is still being produced. is
being transfened. Therehave been cases
of doctors leaving their jobs in Moscow

public health clinic to clean banks. "At
least I'11 earn something with which to
support my family, explained one former
doctor."

Thus. the combined effects of the
market "reform". the economic crisis and
weak worker solidarity have put an end to
the relatively egalitarian wage system of
the Soviet era: the ideology calls for wages

to be linked to the enterprise's market
situation. In Apdl 195, the average wage
in the gas industry, the highest industrial
wage, was ten times higher than the
average wage in agriculture and four times

the average wage for the economy. The
wage system has also lost its fomer infrasector unifomiry. For example, within the

metallurgical and mining sector, in the
summer of 1994, wo*em' wages varied
all the way fiom 70,000 to 700,000 rubles
a month.

Differentation has also increased
significantly within enterprises between
workers. Though

inqea-se inequality.

Because of the growing sectorial
differentation, thc wage gap between
regions is also growing, with wages
highest in the resource-rich Siberian
regions, as well as in Moscow, and lowest

in central

Russia. where machinelight industry

construction and
predominate.

Another key dimension

of

wage

differentation is the growing gap between
women's and men's wages. Because of
vertical and horizontal segregation in the
Soviet period, largely the result of unequal
family burdens but also a consequence of
direct discrimination, women, who are on

the average better educated than men,
eamed about 707o of men's wages. With
the increased economic pressur€ on
women today and the ofncial rejection of

gender equality, women's wages have
fallen to 40?o of men's and continue to
fall.

b. Real income
The immediate effect of price
liberalization at the start of 1992 was to
cut rcal wages by a 61.5 per cent. In the
following months average real wages

the scene of immense traffic jams.

managers and

The average industrial uage in
December 1994 was slightly above the
overall average for the economy (1.0770).
In the service sector, traditionally at the
education, science,

managerial salaries have typically become
'tommercial secrels". selective data show
tlle gap to be $owing, rcaching up to 20
times and more. And despite the market
ideology, managers' salaries are weakly
corelated to plofi tability.

culture) are still among the lowest in the

Apart from wages, workers receive

economy, from one half the national

various payments from the entetprise, such
as material aid in case of particular need, a
fbod and tavel allowance, in some cases a
housing allowance. However, these on the

low minimum

average correspond to only 87o of the
wage and are proponionately higher in the

quafier, the average salary was one third
lower than in the same period in 199. The
percentage of people eaming less than the

bottom end of the wage scale, public
sector wages (in

healt[

average in cullure ard arL to two thirds in
healdr, to tt[ee quarters in science. On the
other hand, the banking and financial

sectors. which were once also at the
bottom of the wage scale, are now at the
top, with wages 3.6 times the national
average. It is into this sector that the

better paid sectors (e.g. l5qo rn the
financial sector), so that they tend to

climbed back to aboul 50 per cent of [rcir
pre-shock level but have since continued
to fall. kr 1994, real income declined on

the average by 13.6 per cent, with the
average income of the active population
declining from L69 to I.46 times the very

subsistence income
calculated by the state for one adult
person. In 1995 the situation has
continued to deteriorate - in the first

minimal subsistence wage increased
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Russia
during that pedod fiom 25 to 30 per cent

was earmarked for social needs,

of the work force.
ln January 1995, the wages of 90 per

opposed to

cent of public service workers, or 14
million people were below the minimum
subsistence wage. That was two and half
times more public service workels than at
tlrc start of 1994. Hdf of workers eaming
less than subsistence could not afford even

the minimal consumption basket of 19
basic goods. The minimum pension isjust
over half the cost of that basket. UMCEF

only

as

14 per cent

of the Russian
govemment s budget lor 1995. Already in
1994 8'7 per cent of these expenses had
been passed down to local govemmelts
ftat simply do not have tJle morey to pay

for them. In 1994, the government,
through a presidential decree, even
attempted to reduce employers' social
security payments ftom 5.4 to 3-4 per cerlt
of the wage bill, but it refteated under

put half of the population of Russia below

union protest. This move would have
wiped out in one blow much of the

the poverty line; the govemment claims

remaining social wage.

one third.

Much of the social wage in the last
decades of the Soviet system had been

The extent of secondary, unreported,
eamings is difficult to gague, since people
are obviously not eager to reveal them.

Scattered evidence as well as logic
indicate that the illegal labour marlet is
quite large. This would help to explain
how the unemployed and those with jobs
receiving below the subsistence minimum
survive. Nevertheless. cases of workcrs
fainting from hunger hare been reponed in
the press.

A targe part of the population now has
garden plots and, in smaller towns, people

administercd not by the state but by the
enterprise. The last two yean have seen a
growing tendency of enterprises and other
employers under economic pressure to
shed their "social spheres". The most
important of these is housing, the largest
pan of which was traditionally constructed
by large enterprises. New conshuction for
workers has alrnost come to a standstill
over the past two yeam. Ten million
people are on lists for housing allocation,
and thirteen per cent of these have been

may keep animals. In many cases,

waiting ten years or more. The vast

elederly parents are forced to share Lheir
meager pensions with their unemployed
children. In larger citie"s, petry corffnerce,

supplement wages. Few people have any
savings to fall back upon - the inflation

majority of young people have no hope of
obtaining their own apartment, except
through inheritence, since free market
rental and purcha-se prices are well beyond
their reach. At the same time. the once
nominal rcnts paid by those who already
have housing are gradually dsing to cover
the costs of maintenance, as enterprises

following price liberalization wiped out

can no longer pay the subsidies.

rental of rooms and

apartments.
constuction, handywork, and, not least,

pilfering from the enterprise, often

savings, which the govemment so far has

Enterprises are also attempting to

refused'to compensate. Total real

transfer their dalcare and healLh facilitjes

household wealth declined 86 per cent as
iesult of pnce iiberalization.

to the municipalities. But the finanical
situation of the cities is no better. When

conducted between

the local govemment does take over these

November 1993 and March 1994, only 13

facilities. it cannot keep them in repair.
Still other factory-owaed facilities, like
sanatoda and prophylactic healthcare

In a study

per cent of respondents stated that the
income from their primary Gcupation met
their basic needs. Meanwhile, the very
concept of "basic needs" itself has been
tansformed over the past three years.
Whatever the real role of income in the
informal or illegal sector, there is no doubt
that most workers haye undergone serious
relative and absolute impoverishment and
that the main mode of adaptation has been
to reduce needs sharply.

faqilities, are gradually

being

commercialized and opened to tle general
public, limiting subsidized acc€ss to them
for enterprise employees, who are being
charged increasirgly higher [ees. Facihies

that cannot be transferred

or

or

commercialized, like sports arenas, are
simply being destroyed tlrough neglect.
Besides housing, daycare and health
facilties. other enterprise-centred benefi ts
that arc gradually being reduced in real
tems or even completely terminated are
subsidies for food, transport, vacations,
leisure and cultu.ral acrivities. payrnens for

subsidizpd goods and services ftom public

burials, weddings, bilths, retirement

consumption funds. Thus. the draslic
cutback in the social wage has been a
major factor affecting living standards. In
the 1990, 35 per cent of the state budget

bonses. Of course, if rhese lost benefits
were compensated by higher wages that
enabled the workers to purchase the
serivces, or if the state werc taking over

c The Declining

Social Wage
It is estimated that for every ruble

eamed

in wages in 1984, 69 kopeks wue

distributed
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their administration in ful1, then the
changes could have the beneficial effect of
reducing worke6' material dependence
upon the enterprise and its management.
But this is not happening.

d. Health
A study by UNICEF covering the period
1899-1993 found abnormally high death
rates for males that "parallel or surpass
those normally observed in wartime
conditions." This, accoding to the study

is the "real cost of the collapse of
communism." It would be more accurate
to attribute responsibility to the
govemment's 'leform", about which tlere
is nothing inevitable. L 1993 alone, male
life expectancy declined by 3.6 years (to
59 yeals) and female by about two yea$
(72). Among the main causes are: the

breakdown of the underfunded public
health system (in theory still free. but in
practice increasingly based upon user
payment), poverty, increased alcohol

consumption

(a major source

of

govemment rcvenue), the rise in crime,
domestic violence and suicide, and the
spread of infectious diseases. A1l these
facton are amributable to the the economic
fiisis and the related loss of economic and
psychological security.
The economic crisis has led enterpdses
to cut spending on health and safety, at the
same time as workers have become less
demanding and observant of safety norms.
A major factor contributirg to the decline
of heatth-and-safety standards enforcement
was the govemmen's decision in 1993 to
taken over the technical inspectorate from
the unions. The result is reduced state
funding and arl inspectorate more easily

influenced

by management.

In

coalrdning, according to the head of the
SEte Technical lnspectorate. the decline in

technical levels has been "catastrophic".
Occupational illness have increased 2.4
times in dte past four years. This tendency

for traumatism and professional illnesses
to rise exists in all branches, despite the
sharp decline in production. According to
the president of the Metat, Foundry and
Mining Worken' Union:
"The crisis situation in the economic
and social spheres has grealy weakened.

ottenrion to health-and-safery issues...
Forty out of every thousa d workers work
in conditions that don't correspond to
health-and-safety norml The sitmtion
has worsened in rehtion to the supplying

of workers with inditidual

safety

equipment and. clothing. Enterpises hove

significantly cur back in spending for
health and s$ety."

e, Declining popular access

to

Russia

qualv

education and cufture

The "reform" and the economic crisis
have rcduced popular access to secondary

and higher education. Free and universal
complete secondary education, ten yea$
of schooling, was one of the key social
reforms of the Khmshchev era. This has
ended under a new "reform" tlrat has put

admission

r

to the tenth year

ona
competitive basis, witlr the decision left to

1,

the school administration. University

I

Jr
I
I

I

of student

- miserly

under the old regime has become almost sl,rnbolic.
stipends

I

!

parents are forced to work to support
themselves, since the rcal value

I

t{

education is also no longer ftee, though a
certain number of fiee admissions are set
aside for exceptiona.l students from poor
families. But all but students with dch

Even the strongly pro-"reform"
Financial TnES has lamented the declhe
in popular access to quality culture. It
belatedly acknowledged that under the old
regime, despite political controls, high
quality cultural services and goods were
accessible to the general population. The
"free market" and curtailment of state
subsidies have put an end to this. The

little that remains, primarily through
television and cheap publications, is often
the worst of what the capitalist, especally
Amercian, world has to offer. Russianmade films have practically disappeare.d
from cinemas, whose main fare has
become action and sex films. Centres for
popular culture and sports are being closed
and rented to businesses, and those that
maintain their former functions are being
priced out of reach of many citizers.

The precipitous decline oI Russian
science. while not directly affecting
workers, is an indication of the type of
economic structure and jobs that will

if "shock &erapy" runs its course.
Between 1990 and 1993 alone. 1.2 miltion
scientists, almost a third of the total, left
science, mosdy for the business sector or

emerge

to emigrate. Spending on scientific
research and development as a percentage
of GNP is a quarter of what it was in 1985,
while the GNP itself is about half of what

It is

impossible precisely to assess the

l,abour has been moved to describe thts
level of inequaliry as "economically and
socially unjustified."

changes in the distribution of wealth over
the past few years, since almost everything

In the first three years of "shock

but consumption goods were national

therapy", according to official statistics,
the income gap betrreen the best-off ten
per cent and the poorest ten per cent glew

property under the Soviet system, though
managed by the shre-party bureaucracy in
its own interests. and there is no reliable
data on the value or real ownership of the
yast part of this economy that has been

from 4.5 to 16 times. In 1994, the
eamings of the first group were equal to
the eamings the entire lower two *ftds of

ofhcially privatized. This will probably

the population. And according to the
Ministry of tnbour. the gap in realitl is

not become clear until the tmnsitional
priods ends and some lerel of economic

much greater. The growing differentiation
has occum/ on the background of a major
decline in total national income during the
same years. The effect of the relatively
more stable distribution of non-monetary

and political stability is reached.

What is already clear, however, is that
despite the disaibution of vouchers to the
population for the purchase of stocks, as
well as the widespread opting by work

benefits, such as housing subsidies,

collectives for the second form of

medicine subsides, food from plots, has
only slighdy modemted the gap.
According to the government, the
incomes of the top 20 per cent glew by
over 30 per cent in 1994, while those of
the bottom 20 grEw by only five per cent.
"Behind the overall increase in incomes

privatization, which gives them (including

hides the rapid growth of the well-being

of

up to 5l7o of

management)

the

al izat ion in
practice has been one of the biggest, if not

enterprise's shares. pri\

the biggest, swindles in human history.

wilhout any pretense of democratic
consultation,

it

was forced upon

a

population that consistently oPposed

of large enterprises.

some and the impoverishment of othen."

privatization

Yet this is hailed by a World Bank

Moreover, even by the state's own legal
norms, the process has been rampant with
comrption and widespread viololce.

publication as bringing Russia into line
with market standards. as if tltis were in
itself Foof that the change is for the better.

Despite the broad srock ownership.

As noted, regional differentation is also
growing, with the highest average incomes

workers, and the population as a whole,

in Moscow at 2.9-3.4 times the subsistence
minimum, followed by the resource-rich
areas east of the Urals, especially the
Tyrmen' region, at 2.4-2.9. At the other

enterprises and the economy than was the

loday have less say in running their

society

end

southem European regions, the Urals (all

case before privatization. Moreover,
because of the widespread poveny, the
original dispersion of shares is proving
short-lived. as domestic and foreign
capitalists buy up thos€ that rcpresent any

While diffentiation among workers
grows apace, inequality has increased

dominated by machine-construction),

value for a

it was in 1985.

f.

An increasingly unequal

much more rapidly betrreen the mass of
0re wage+arning population and tlte "new
Russians" or bourgeoisie. The latter are
often indistinguishable from the criminal

elements inside and outside the state
apparatus. Even Yeltsin's Minister of

of the scale are the central

and

song.

*

Southem Siberia and the Far East, where
average wages are only 0.7-1.2 times the
minimum subistenceincome. However,
the rcgions with the highest average wages

are also those with the greatest wage
inequality, so that they too have a la.rge
proportion of poor population.

hE
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China

Sixth Annivercary of Tiananmin Square massacre

Democratic struggles resurge
by Zhang Kai
Before the sixth anniversary of the 4
June 1989, the Beijirg regime started
rounding up activists of the democracy
movement. It was reported that a few
dozen activiss had been taken away fiom
their home or had disappeared.
All these years, the regime has resoned

to repression of dissidents. In 1994,
several hundred persons were reportedly

I;l

detained or jailed. The most famous
dissident Wei Jingsheng had suddenly
disappeared after his shon release from
prison. Wei Jingsheng's assistant Tong Ge

had also been anested for a whole year

and nothing had been heard of him.
In the past yean, the period fiom March to
June had been alert periods for the regime
when it put dissidens in prison or under
house arrest. This year, it was rumoured
that the period would extend to August or
September. indicating a growirg tension
in the political scene in China with the
veteran Chen Yun aheady dead and Deng
Xaoping about to die, and with the power

struggle in the top leadership growing

from the Science Academy. The title of
the petition was "Greeting rhe United
Nations Year of knience, Appealing for

Lenience

in Domestic Politics". [t

more acute.

appealed for a re-evaluation of June
Fourth and the release of prisoners

Petiti on by i ntellectu a ls
This year, a wave of petition letters
from intellectuals to rhe Parry and

connected to June Foudr.
Another petition was by 52 scholars and
dissidents, appealing for "drawing on the
lesson of blood, promoting the process of

govemment leadenhip has uken place. At
the end of February, twelye scholars and
dissidents including Bao Zunxin and

democracy and the nrle of law". lt asked
every citizen in China but in paticular rhe
party and govemmett authorities that have

literary critic Wang Ruoshui wrote two
letteN to the National People's Congress,

one

"Recommendations Against

Comrption", and the other "To Abolish
Arbitrary Detention and to Safeguard
Personal Freedoms". Former student
teader Wang Dan and 25 othe6 including

Lin Mu wrote to the National People's
Congress "Recommendations on the
Defence of Basic Human Rights and
Social Justice". Dissident Liu Lianchun

and 2l others wrote a petition
"Recommendation on the Abolition of dre
Pmctice of Re-education thmugh labour".
The NPC did not react to thes€ petitions,
and some of the petitionen were arrested

year.

before June For:nb this
The
arrests, however, did not inhibit the wave
of petitions. Within two weeks, at least
eight other petitions were launched. The

leading one was a petition by 45 well
krown intellectuals, l5 of whom were
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made wrong decisions, to rethink the
tragedy of June Fourth with repent, reason
and responsibility.

Vtctims'families
It was also the fust time in six years that
27 families of victims of June Fourth (the

f;unily. They called on people of the whole
country to be concemed for the destiny of
the lamilies of the June Fourth victims.
This wave of petitions is an indication
o[ the revitalizing ol people s sbrggles in
China. The background to this is an
intensification of power struggles at the
lop. With Chen Yun dead. Jiang Zemin
ha-: been placing his men from Shanghai
in important positions in Beijing. Beijing's
mayor Chen Xitong was removed from
power on the accusadon of corruption.
Yuan Mu also had his dircctonhip of State
Council Research Office removed. (Chen
Xitong and Yuan Mu were the trryo hardliners for the June Fourth crackdown, and
had been supporters of Li Peng.) On the
other hand, Li Peng has just published a
bibliography of his own life, entitled "Li

families included Professor Ding Zilin

Peng
Son of Ym River", which was an
attempt to eulogize his past.

Ilom Beijing Univenity) joindy peririoned
to the Standing Committee of the NPC

The economic situation bas also
aggravrted. r{hich is an6lher cause for

saying that tlrcy '?bsolutely cannor accepl
that the govemment resorted to machine
guns aod tanks to harm so many people
and still could burriedly conclude on a
world-stunning tragedy with the words
'quenching a rebellion"'. They requested
the NPC Standing Committee ro form a
special commission to invebtigate into the

funher discords in the leadership. In 194,
prices of grain, conon and fi.rel soared by

June Fourth Incident, to conduct
independent and just investigation, to
disclose the number and names of
deceased, and to amwer to each

individual

-

21.17a (official figures). The Beijing
Steelworks, a key state-owned factory,
was denounced for "serious flaws and

deficits". Whether rhe

growing

regionalism in the south should

be

contained is another controversy. With the
political and economic situation becoming

more explosive, it is no surprise that the
people's struggles are ascending.

*

Palestine/lsrael

"Arafat cannot deliver"
lnternationalViewpointl Salah Jaber talks to Tikva
Honig-Parnass, edilor ol Newsfrom M'thrn, published

a

lnternational Viewpoint: how

did you become an anti-Zionist

milihnt

?

Tikva: I was raised in

Palestine by a
very Zionist family, and I belong to the
generation that fought the so-called 'war
of independence', in 1948. Already then, I

adhered to that artificial combination
between Marxism and Zionism. and
started identifying with tlle Mapam party.

I

studied in the Hebrew
University and became the Secretary of

After the war,
Mapam

in the Knesset [the Israeli

parliamentl in the 1950s. I felt relaxd of
course, wi*t this combination of Marxism
and Zonism. But gadually, the meaning
of the Middle East conJlict and the role of
Israel in it became clearer to me: what
opened my eyes most was a book wriften
in the early 1960s by the forefathers of

by the Alternative lnformation Center (AlC) in
Jerusalem,

which Matzpen was involved.

I

then

from Zionism is disconnecting yourself

joined Matzpen.

from fiiends. You can no longer participate

a

in the sociery.

you were not aware, in the
1970s, of the existence of the RCLSo

MaENn

as a

organisation

TrotsMst
?

Not at a[1. I kept rcading Marxist writings
without knowing TrotsLryism. I discoveled
it only ttrough Matzpen in the early 1980s.

Liberating yourself from Zionism is a
long, very difficult process, you know.
Even when you are politically disconnected
with Zonism, fte emotional ties are still so
strong.

If

you do not have the support of an

organisation, and you are doing it by
yourself, it is of course much more
difficutt. This emotional process needs
support and solida.rity fiom comrades ard
friends. In Israel, disconnecting yourself

)

You broke with Zionism after
decidino that Zionism was not

willing-a seftle for peace. So why
react so aitially to the peace
agreement'

?

Matzpen's support of the PLO is based

or the criteda that it is anti-imperialist,
fighting against Zionism, and representing
t}le entire Palestinian people. Our view was

that as long as lhe PLO uas an antirmperialist force in the region, we support
it, although it is nationalistic, al0rcugh we
are aware of its bureaucratisation process. It
was not a support for nationalism as such,
but a support for a nationaiist stuggle in so
far as it is progressive.

Matzpenl, Moshe Machover and Akiva
OIr, Peace, Peace but no Peace. It
contained articles and documents
revealing Israel's refusal to make peace.
This, of coune, was a kind of a shock to
me. I felt close to Matzpn when it was
formed, but I did not join. Actually, I
came closer to the Communist Party and
in 1956 I lived in l,ondon for alrnost a
year and panicipated in the Communist
Party activities there. But

or my way back

to Israel, the 20dr Congess of the CP of
the Soviet Union was anotier shock to me
and then for yean, I was just lost.

I

passed my PhD and pursued my

academic life while becoming more and
more anti-Zionist, but i was only in the
1980s that J came across Matzpen in
Jerusalem. That was when the war against
I:banon started, and I joined the plotest
movement, t}le Committee for Solidarity
with Bir Zeit University in particular. in

W

For mole infiormotion...

lnlernational Viewooint

published on orlicle bv fikvo
Honic-Pqrnqss on rh6 t993
Pesci Acconds ("Bonluslon in
the moking"), iir IV 252, Jon.

"Liberating yourself from Zionism is a long, very difficult
process. Even when you are politically disconnected with
Zionism, the emotional ties are still so strong. lf you do
not have the support of an organisation, it is much more
difficult... ln lsrael, disconnecting yourself from Zionism
is disconnecting yourself f rom friends. You can no longer
participate in the society."
tnei nationdvte| p<int#258 July
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comprcmise that they could accept. h gave
them a good argument, or nther a pretext
to start nomalising relations with Israel.
And finally, the agreement divided the

Palestinian people and the PLO. Arafat
negotiated the ageement, not all lAmfat's
hegemonic faction within fie PLOI Fatah
leaders. Many Fatah and PLO leaders
didn't agree with it.

People thought however that the
appearances of direct Israeli military
occupation would be removed much
When I looked at the agreement, I saw
that tlrc PLO was to become a part of tle
'new order', that nothing was mentioned
about Palestinian rights. Even the word
'occupation' was not mentioned. Israel
was not commifted to withdrawing ftom

faster. Even the left wing Palestinians took

it for

granted tlrat, after Washington, the
army would withdraw artd that very soon
Arafat would be put in contol of the West
Bank.
There was a kind of euphoria among dre

the occupied terdtories, or to disma[de the
setdements or give back Jerusalem which

Palestinian people inside, after

reFesents by itself 307a of the West Bank.
Israel will not even withdraw from the
Gaza strip2. The refugee issue is far fiom
being senled. So, I did not care abour the
symbols of indeperdence: it is not a matter
ol flags or eren coins. Not only are basic

an underestimation of the
opposition,above all [the fundamentalist
Islamic Resistance Movementl Hama.
Arafat cannot abolish them. Ismel exerts
constant pressure upon him to disarm

rights not being adressed, but the
agreement is a disaster for the whole
Palestinian national movement. It is the
best solution for Zionism. a rery big

i\ srong

victory.

O

-

everybody knows this by now.

Supponen of the agrcement
would say that it was a
compromise, including many gains
for the Palestinian people, and

thal

precisely because of these

gains, the Zionist government is
d elay i n g i m p I eme ntati o n.
There are no substantial gains for the
Palestinian people in the agrE€ment. It was

actually a setback for them, because its
condition was putting an end to the
Intifadah. Although the Intifadah was
already on the decline, there were armed
actions against the occupation and Israel

was still afraid of the possibitity of a
renewed uprising. What's more, the
'Washington

accords played into tlre hands

of the Arab states. It was a kind of
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Washington. The mistake was ba-sed upon

it: not because it
uhich ltamzs cenainll i:

Hanurs. but he cannot do

-

but because the population supports them
morally. Arafat cannot afford to disarm
Hamas while the occupation continues. He
has no social legirimacy to do so. He relies
on pan of [his own organiation,] Fatah:
20.000 people from Fatah are paid by the
Palestinian Authority, either as officials or
as police forces (there are seven kinds of
security services l).

On the other hand. there is no
organisation which has a colcrete

to Israel. down to the smallest busmess.
Economic life is totdly tied. You need a
permit for anything; tbr instance, you want

to renew your identity card in Greater
Jerusalem, you must show that you pay

tiues... You uant to

\i,il lour family ir

Gaza, or to go from dre North to

fie Soutl

this is one countryl you can't, you
need a pemit, the same for going to the
hospital, to the school, etc. Just name it:
every detail of life makes you dependent
orl Isme]i bureaucracy.

-

And of course, there are no jobs.
120.000 Palestinians were r.rorking in
Israel, now they are maybe only 30,000
Ie[t. Meanuhile. norhing is dereloped in
Gaza or in the West Bank. Unemployment
rcaches 50% in Caza!

Torture continues, anests continue, the

daily hanassment continues. Durilg the
Intifadah, you could hnd suppo4 you had
the networks of the popular committees,

the grassroot women movement, even
trade unions, although weak and led by
Fatah; you had some nucleus of social
organisation providing moral and material
suppo1l. Now all this is totally dispersed,
atomised, you are alone. Tthere are eight
thousand prisonen, and no pressue to fiee
them. Half a year ago, the steets werc still
lull with mas: demonsrrarions on their
behalf, and they are now totally neglected.
It is in this sense that things are wo6e now
in the West Bank.
But even in Caza" under the Paiestinian
Authority, things are worse: the Authodty
adopted all the orepressive measures

ofthe

51% of the votes. It doesn't mean that
people suppofi him. It means that things
are at a standstill: the situation is full of
contadictions, everything is open. The
occupation continues and life is much

Israelis, they arest without orders, they
torture (already two or three died under
torture), they shut down newspapers
without even issuing decrees, orally! A lad
went to the datly Al-Nahar and closed it.
lf it were not so sad. it would be farcical.
Editors received threats from the Authority

worse than before.

because

altemative to offer, not even flamas. So, if
there are elections. Arafat will obtain his

O How could life be worse ?
This is another thing which we did not
fully: everything is still connected

reaLize

they had described a

demonstration organised by Hamas

as

involving several thousands, instead of

claiming that there were only one
thousand.

Palestine/lsrael
O

ls Hamas the main
rcason whv Rabin is
detaying i nptenentation

the agreement

of

?

Rabin is only fulfilling a very
symbolic part of the agreement.
There was a date set for the

I$aeli

almy to withdraw from populated
areas of the West Bank and he
did not keep his promise. Arafat
now even agrees to an Israeli
withdrawal ftom just some towns.

There is no limit for Arafat: in

!

this framework of the disaster,

t
-*

Rabin can play like he wans.
His only pmblem is that Arafat
cannot deliver the goods and that
there will be elections in a year's

time. Hamas is no real danger for
Israel; it only qeates a feeling of
personal insecuriry that Israel can
stand, But of course, the Israeli

!

:

I

dght wing are using it against
Rabin and this he cannot afford. Thus
Hamas is a spoke in the wheel of the
agreement: Arafar cannot obey Israel in

O

What about the Palertinian left
Why does Hamas seem to be the
only op@sition ?
?

lArafat supporter] Faysal Husseini and
others wanted to do something. So t}Ie left

started quibbling about whcther they
should go together with Husseini or not,

trying directly to abolish Hamas. For

The left did not rcalise how deep the

political reasons, he cannot desaoy them,

wreck brought by the Washington

agreemerlt was. If one thinks that the
agreement is not so bad, therl we can

and thus missed the opporturiry. Now the
whole thing is lost, Husseini will not do it
and no one will go for an).thing. They had

discuss the kind of political strategy

also at one point the opportunity to take

whatever he might have promised Rabin.

O

Why is Hamas so popular ?
of its religious ideology

Because

?

If

slruggle. Hamas represents Palestinian

however it is considered as an
attempt to quash the national moyement,
as they described it, then you have to start
organising for confronting the new regime.
They should have foreseen that the main

opposition to the occupation

problem

Hamas is popular because there is no

other opposition whatsoever! Many
secular youngsters joined Hamas' armed
not to the

Washington agreement, -but to the
occupation. Bo& are now connected, since

the Palestinian Authority does not
challenge the continuity of the occupation,
the opposition to Arafat appeam as an
opposition to the occupation.

O

How is Arafat considered bv
those in the occupied territoiis

?

It is difficult to tell. The polls show that
he still holds some populariry. Of course,
it depends on which sectors of the
populalion we are talking about. For
many, he is now a joke, but at the same
time he is the frightening leader of a
frightening regime. There is no longer
admiration for him, otherwise he could
have done much more to please the

needed.

the

the lead of a renewed Intifadah on the land
issue, but they were hardly present. They
should have concentrated on that, a
tremendous potential was involved there:
for the land, the masses are ready to fight,
ready to die.

Palestinian regime, after the removal of
the main symbols of Israeli direct conbol.

disorientation. despair. a very deep crisis.

O

will be corfronting

But Hamas is not

problem

of

the

Of coune. But when the agreement was

remain emotionally very much attached to

because
because

signed, the left did not know to what
extent direct Israeli occupation would
continue. We also thought that the army
would retreat tial here would be a certain

autonomy and that the main struggle

who live by him, all those salaried or

these are merely words, there is no

hoping to get something fiom hin; and of
coune ttrc simple people who believe that
nothing better is available. But even the

altemative strategy.
The whole conception of a transitional
program, the whole idea of starting from
the curent needs of the masses is alien to
them. They lose time again and again. For
instance, a yea.r ago, the whole issue of
Greater Jerusalem was put on the agenda;

ir

is also the

bureaucratisation of the paIties, the

Israelis. His power base is part of the Fatah

most supportive of polls among the

There

Wpular
it fighb Anfat but
it fighfs l$aeli occupation.

would be to push Anfat to go beyond the
limits of the agreement. In a certain way,
there is a continuiy in the position of the
left towads the PLO: all the time. for the
sake of uniry, they did not work rcally for
an ahemative to Arafat. Only now drey are
speaking about building a new PLO, but

Palesdnians show tllat Arafd won't get
dircct elections more than 50%.

What prevails among rhe left is

criticism ftom the young generation. More
and more ;eople leave the left parties, but

the left which used to represent the
genuine national aspirations.

O

But the Palestinian left has
denounced the Washington
agreement in the same way as
Hamas. So what makes Hamas
more popular? lnvolvement in the
continuing armed s|fuggle against

a
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people, like mobilising about prisoners
(every family has its own prisoners),
against taxes. They should have started

building the community-based daily
struggles

-

not even against Arafat, but

against the occupation and not necessarily

*,titu.y.

lsneli occupation

?

This is only one aspect. Hamas has

developed military and grass-root
orgartisations. Their bases inside the
communities are strong, even stronger
than their military units. Hamas is very
shong on typical conmunity issues: like

schools, childcare, mosques, and
economic assistance. Whercas. at the time

of the Washington

agreement, the

Palestinian left had lost its infrastructurc:

the grass-root organisations of the
Intifadah had been dispersed, only some
NGOs remained. They did not strive to
build a grass-root community and workers
based movement like in South Africa.

Take, for instance, the trade union

movement. During the years of the
Intifadah, Fatah did what they wanted,
because the conception of a trade union
was neYer one of an organisation

ttr

defence of the worken. It
was always conceived as a branch of the
PLO, of the nationalist struggle.
dedicated to

Take also the women's organisations:

they are subservient to the political
organisations. They are the women of the
Popular Frcnt, of the Democratic Front, of

Take the elections. The left is againsr
holding them, and keeps saying no. But
elections are going to be held, and the
people in the skeets do not know what tle
arguments of the left against the elections
are. Why cannot they use the elections ?
why camot they say: "Yes to elections,
but under conditions", so that people caIl
undentand clearly what the left wants ?
Another part of the problem is that the
left gets orde$ from its leadenhips abroad,

while people on the spot know much
better.

O How has the lsneli

affected by the dedine of the
Palestinian left ?
When we speak of the Israeli left, we

mizrahim [Oriental Jews], the workers
have an objective interest in abolishing
combine only with the middle class left

Zionism and their oppression, doing
community work, and we never rcfer to

them. We never relate to the working
class.

We should seek to work with these
sftaregical allies whose objective intercsts

The anti-Zionist left joined a protest
movement, which does not reject the

exclusively upon the objective

tlrc Washington accords and explained to
those few hundreds who were willing to
listen, what the agreement really is. Therc
is no Israeli mobilisation force which calls

women. You can see presently

for coop€ration with the anti-accords

indep€ndent women's centers or NGOs
going around, while those subservient to
the political organisations arc shdnking.

Palestinian left. This should have been the
role of the real left in Israel now.
Insted we are only joining wift forces
that accept the agreement, that call it a

1995

struggle with the Palestinians: the
oppressed Israeli masses, the women, the

also no prominent progressive, non-

never developed any kind of activity
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voice. We used to say that the Israeli
society has it. onn objective built-in
conkadictions: class, ethnic, gender.

Zionist opposition force.

Palestinian Authoity. There was no
political force, including Matzpen, that
spoke firmly and unequivocally against
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adopted the conception of us as a group
which deals only with the tational issue.
As for *re Palestinian left, they render only
lip service to Marxism. Here we meet on a
purely nationalistic conception of the issue.
The Israeli protest movement against the
occupation would not have existed without
us, but they are not hearing our unique

Zionists. \ ho are less interested il ending
the Zionist strte. Tl\e mizrahim majolLry
of blue-collar workers are talking about

smaller, to be sure. The Zonist left is no
longer in the opposilion. because ir
supports Rabin. Meretz, the civil rights
movement, sits in the govemement while
Rabin is tomiring and doing other things
they used to proresr againsr. But tiere is

popular committees of the Intifadah. They
were even leading the popular committees,
because the men were in prison. But they

alternative. They should have sta ed
answering the immediate needs of the

struggle inside Israel passes through the

national conflict", and with that, we

anti-Zionist left, which is very much

whole programme and criticise the

Not now. Just after the Washington
agreement, there was still hope. They
should have mobilised around concrete
demands. For instance, they criticised the
agreement, but they did not suggest any

the Israeli society in class terms. We
utilised the slogan: "the way to class

Zionism. But why then should we

communities and they participated in the

Would it fu possible for the left
to become the major Ne of the
opposition inshad of Hamas ?

the

intemational. anti-imperiaJist. antj-Zionist
and class dimensions. You can hardly hear
people .peaking in class terms. analysing

have to distinguish always between the socalled Zionist left and the non-Zionist and

Fatah, but not autoIIomous women's
organisations. Sure, they had roots in the

O

with the years, neglected all

Without that we could never talk of joint

left been

accords altogether, but mobilises around
concrete issues, like against settlements,
Greater Jerusalem, etc. Our !\ealness is
that while doing so, we do not explain our

around specific women's issues. So, when
the Intifadah went dowq these women's
organisations could not fulfil any ne€ds of

dimension: the anti-Zionists inside Israel.

'peace process', and this blurs the few
hundreds who listen to us. We should
struggle both against the occupation and
against the Washington agrcement, which
implies the continuation of tlle occupation.
No force inside Israel does it. not even
among the Palestinians inside Israel.
Here you can s€€ the absurdity of

two

left movements, which concefltrated
almost exclusively on the national

are anti-Zionist.' Building a movement

coltradiction between humanistic values
and occupation is not Marxist.
We have reached a stage where we need
a

thorough rethinking

!

*

Noles
1 . Bevolutonary
Communist League, Foudh lntemalional
Seciion in lhe lsaeli strlo
2 40% ol land in Gaza, h6 mosi bnib palb, are held by
lhe lsaelis, as are 70% ol hnds in lhe Wesl Bank-

Senegal

Sweep away the regime

!

lnterview with PADS leader Landing Savan6
O What is the current plitical
situation in Senegal

?

There is a very peculiar situation,
because Abdoulaye Wade,

fte

leader of

ttle Senegalese Democratic Party (PDS),
who was the main opposition leader, has
iust ioined the govemment. As a result,
there are now only tl[ee opposition MPs
of the total of 120 and the only cre.dible
opposition party ir Senegal which can fill
the vacuum left by the PDS is now our
African Party for Democracy and

Socialism (PADS). This is a big
challenge for our party, which has, since

March, thrown itself into organizing a
major grassroots campaign in order to
widen iti base of support and form the
new cenbal political force around which
the Senegalese opposition can get
organized.

The 50Vo devaluation of

the

Communaute firancidre Afiicaine (CFA)
fianc in 1994 has made the situation even
more difficult: the consequent price rises
have fuelled rampant inflation and misery

among the people. This background of
poveny and misery that our party faces
which enjoys potential support from tlre
Senegalese masses. but lacks resources
requires an enormous effort.

-

O Dosnt Wadel entry into the
government rall into question
PADS'

alliane policy with his

PDS.

particularly given that this same

govemment

has

already gone

with pice ises and
privatization of some parts of the
public sxtor ?
ahead

The government in which Wade is
participating is dominated by the
Senegalese Socialist Parry @SS), which
has been in power for 35 yean. Wade's

will not mean any basic shift in
govemment policy, it simply means that
the opposition has been neutralized.
President Douf has brought Wade inio the
entry

govemment to reduce the threat of social
unrest and all the evidence suggests that
Wade is ready to ptay that role.
However, it should be made clear that
even before the formation of the coalition
with Wade and others, we knew and said

Landing Savan6 addressing the l4th World
Congress of the Fourth lnternationa!, May 1995
that Wade would end up in

the

goyemment. OuI tactic was firstly to
postpone that moment for as long as
possible, so as to make the vulnerability of
the ruling parf as clear as possible to the
people of Senegal and, secondly, to make
the Senegalese aware of the PDS' real
natwe and its inability to bdng about real
change in Senegal.

I think that tlrc circumstances of Wade's
entry into the govemment have allowed
such an undemtanding, sirc€ he has won
no new concessions from the PSS. The
people of Senegal know that it was AMou
Diouls regime which, in February 1994,
had Abdoulaye Wade and myself anested.

So now they can't understand Wade
joining this govemment, especially since

tnternational Vtewqint*268 July
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Senegal
the PDS has achieved nothing concrete.

Nor do I rhink that the Senegalese have
hopes o[ this panicipuion. uhJch is uhy I
trink rhal our party's credibi[ty is going ro
steadill increase and we uill altracl the
electorate and part of the rank-and-file of
the PDS, who want change and have had
enough after 35 years of the pSS in power.
We are now the only force in the countrv

which ha. succeeded in sticking to

O What is your view on the
development of the
Mousardidat current ?

activists anongst them and believe that in

the future we

This is not an Islamist or Islamic
fundamentalist current. h's a Muslim
organization which suppo ed Abdou
Diouls candidacy in 1988 and which soon
after saw lhat Diouf was nor keeping his

promises. In lg93 this organization

prirciples.

decided to support Abdoulaye Wade who
uas rhe best-placed opposition leader in

)

terms of replacing Diouf and

it's

What does PADS propose
rcgarding the austerity policy and
the application of the struAinl
adiustment prognmme

?

it has
continued to act as part of the opposition
smce.

Since Wade joined the govemment, this

curent has retxeated into watchfulness.

We have raised demands in the student
movement, in the face of the privatization
of the univenities resulting ftom IMF and
World Bank policies.

They have not publicly supported the
move, and have said nothing publicly.

themes are the

On the industrial front, our central
fight against the

They are deeply unhappy widr the way the
counfy is going. Traditionally in Senegal
all the Muslim leaden suppon the existing
goyemment and tle Moustarchidats were

privatizations being prepared and defence

the first to form a Muslim religious

ofjobs.

organization which has broken wirh this

The major concem of the peasanrry is
the rejection of price rises on inputs and

tradition and publicly opposed the

the need for a rise in the prices they

novelty and may in the future encourage

receive for their produce.

other similar religious movements.

So, depending on the sector, there are

concrete demands, but

it all comes

govemment. This is a very important
Senegal is a 9570 Muslim country.

Nothing is done there without the

together amund ttrc effort to thow out the
existing regime and work for the taking of

agrcement of a number of key religious
Ieaden and the progressive movement has

power in order to adYance the anti-

to fight for the support of the most far-

imperialist revolution. This is the cenral
plank of our work

a

and with an interest in

SenegalS foreign debt?

it

new

possibilities for comrption, a new lease of

life.

So we think that with the current
govemment still there tlrc debt should not
be cancelled, as this would not benefit the
people and the workers at all. If PADS
were in power, it would do everything to
cancel the debt- But cancelling the debt is
not an absolute; it has lo be looked at in

politics. PADS

a

PADS and

far

?

The PADS unification congress was ir
December 1991. There were two groups
from the Trotskyist txadition and two fiom
the Maoist one. The fusion came at the
end of several years of moving closer. In
1982 the Socialist Workers Organization
(OST
Senegalese section of the Fourth
Intemational) suppo(ed my cardidacy in
lhe presidential elections. which made it

-

possible

for us to work

together

subsequently. Thus the unification came
after a long period of collaboration, which
makes the unification a dwable one. Now
unification is a reatity, we are shoulder to
shoulder in the stuggles and there is a
common PADS spirit. We are making an
e\perimenl uhich is quite original in
perhaps in world
Aftican
We
- lerms.
are yery satisfieA with the expedence and
its Factical rcsults on the ground. *

international links

Savan6: Some of us in PADS do not
have very much experience in the
workings of intemational networks. This is
true in my case. I have never belonged to
an lnternational. lhave always been a
Senegalese Pan-Alricanist activist. This is
a new experience which I am beginning to

PADS govemment alone to cancel the
debr We witl have to negotiate with the
creditors on relatively acceptable

It was decided at the time ol

conditions so that dfs debt ceases tro be a
mpe around our necks. It's clear that the
economy of indebtedness in which we live

makes

development impossible. The prevailing

system does not offer the prospect of

to the majority

of

Senegalese.

lntemational (Fl).
unification

of PADS that each component would keep
its convidions, which means for some that
they could continue to take part in
intemational bodies if they did so before.
This is true in particular for the comrades
linked lo the Foudh lntemational. All this
enriches the thinking and work ol the party
as a whole. lt is beneficial for all ol us to be
able to discuss in a non-sectarian and
undogmatic way.

We very much apprecialed the Fl's
campaign when I was in prison wifi other
contribuled to isolating the Senegalese
regime and forcing it to release us. We

hwnatiotatviewpoint*268July19lr5

he interest shown by the
Fl in what we are doing in Senegal and we
hope to improve the quality of our dialogue
with the Fl so hat it better undersliands our
also appreciate

work and can help us by using its
international network to gain a wider
audien@ lor our activities.
We also have relations with otheB who are

futher trom us ideologically, but who are

$e

Senegalese oppositionisb. The Fl's action
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fruit of the fusion of

Muslim brotherhoods. We even have

have through the work of the Fourth

development

PADS is the

severcl organizationt What is
your assessment of this process so

has

relation to the existing political regime.
The balance of forces will not allow a

today is unhealthy and

O

links today with the heads of all the

PADS thinks it is an unjust deb! but we
with this

government means offering

the decades ahead.

relatively conscious of development issues

What is your position on

are aware that cancelling the debt

sighted elements in the religious
leadership, which includes people

will be in a position to
mobilize significant religious layers in the
fight for change and $ar they have a role
to play in the tansitional period we are in.
We must build a relatively strong and
integrated state and nation which can
tackle the question of a more egalitarian
and just economic development model in

interested in what we are doing and clearly

see that we are a progressive force in

Senegal which melits covelage in the
intemational press. But it is incontestable
that the Fl, with its ideological and
programmatic foundations, is capable of
helpinq us in a far more disinterested, far
more practical and powerful way than
others who are not so close to our antiimperialist fight.

For the 1993 election campaign we
benefited from a certain amount of
cooperation with the Fl comrades from the
material ooint of view. We need constant
support Snegal is a poor country

*

France

Far right g ains in municipal

elections
of this size in Eutope to come under far right control
since the second world war. The party of lean'Marie
number of municipal
Le Pen also doubled

result of
and distutbing
The most significant
France's June municipal elections was the victory of
the far-right National Front in three southern cities

-

-

it

councillors thrcughout the country. Keih Mann
rcpor8 on the challenge ahead for anti'fasds$

includingToulon , a major naval port with over
130,00 inhabitantr. Ihis is the first city government
The elections also revealed tte fiagility
of &e right wing majority which contsols
both houses of parliament and now the
presidency, The conservative coalition of

the neo-Gaullist Rally for the Republic

(RPR) and the Union

of

French

Democmcy (UDF) was hoping that the
victory of Jacques Chirac in the May
presidential elections would create enough

momentum to assure it widespread
victories in the municipal elections. But
the victory of the Socialist Parry ( PS ) in a
number of important cities as well as sir,
of the twenry local Pads govemments, all

o[ which had been under right wing
conhol for years, supports the analysis that
Chirac's relatively nanow victory oyer PS
candidate Lionel lospin (53.6 to 43.2Vo)
was more a victory by default over a badly

discredited PS than

a

widespread

enfhusiastic show of support for the neoIiberal policies of the right.
The PS managed to hold off concerted
right wing challenges in such important
cities as Lille, Mulhouse and Clermont

filled by ttte right.
The week separating the two rounds

relatively large southern city Nimes.
The results were also disappointing for
those who hoped that the excellent score
Worken' Fight)
of Lutte OuwierE (I-O
candidate Arlette Laguillier who scored
5.370 in the first round of the presidential
elections would be the basis of a broad left

been

wing pole of opposition to the neoliberalism of the right and the Social

contests

-

Democracy. Hopes along these lines were
raised when Arlette publicly catled for the

building of a "large pany." However. in
the weeks following that declaration LO
made it clear that its idea of a large party
was a simple extension of its own active

",

.,

.\,1

t

--

. 'r

Ferrand where former president Valery
Giscard d'Estaing of the UDF hoped to

''

^,i."

t! ir
E*

by

around the
was dominated
possibiliry of National Fmnt (NFt victories
in a number of cities and the attitudes of

the main parties in cities where the
elections were "triangular," that is with
pitting candidates fiom the UDF
or RPR, tlrc PS or PC and the FN. Ir Pen
clearly relished his mle as "aftiter" taking
a cynical pleasure in sowing confi.rsion in
the ranks of the "rcspectable" .ight *i"g
panies and hoping to attract some o[ tlreir
voters. For example, though Lr Pen and
most cunents of the FN usually favor a

rl ri I j
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unseat the PS mayor. The PS also

r1
'-]

managed to defeat long-time conservative

mayors in a number of cities including
Rouen and Tours. But the faitue of the PS
to oppos€ the conservative parties on the
basis of a clear left wing altemative !o the

attacks by the government of Chirac's
prime minister Alain Juppe on hard won
social gains indicates that many of the

but small, tighdy knit organizatior mther

voters who choose the PS did so morE out

force to the left of the PS and the PC. Ihis
was reflected in the municipal elections

of opposition to the righr than out of
genuine support for the Socialist Party.
Those hoping that the Corurunist party
(PC) would benefit from the relatively
good showing of its presidential candidate
Robert Hue (who received just under 97o,
an improvement over recent rc ebctoral
efforts) were disappointed. The PC failed
to make headway and even lost contlol
over the Norman port city tr Hayre which

it

had contolled for years, though

it

was

slightly compensated by victory in the

than a genuine effort to work with other

anti-capitalist forces for a new political

themselves.

LO refused offen to run joint

slates with other forces including the
Revolutiona4, Communist t€ague (LCR)
Frcnch section of the Fourth Intemational.
h most cases it [ailed to improve on its
]uf,]ual 2-3Va. Worse yet, its insistence on
running against the LCR in several cities
such as Saint Denis, a working class
suburb north of Paris, contributed to the

loss of the LCR's two municipal

councillors there whose seats have now

hard line against the RPR ard the UDF.
differentiating themselves as much as
possible from these parties
even against
- Minister
such figures as former Interior
Chades Pasqua whose words and deeds

are close to the far right

-

Le pen

ostentatiously offered to suppoft to Valery
Giscard d'Estaing in his bid to unseat the

PS incumbent in Clermont Ferrand.
Though the UDF declined to accepr Le
Pen's offer there is no gua.rantee thar the
mainstrearn right will not collaborate with
the FN in the future.

Speculatiol during the period separating

the two rounds centered around the
soudrcm city of Vitrolles where there was
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France
a possibility that Bruno M6grct, number

two in the FN, might translate his ncar
5072 score in the hrst round into a yictory
in the second, and on Mulhouse in Alsace

in Eastern France where the FN also
to win. Though the FN

threatened

nanowly failed ro win these cities it did
win three significant elections in Toulon.
Marignane, and Orange. One could also
add Nice to tlrc list. The new mayor tlrre
recently left the FN in search of a more

"respectable" political label, without
however, renouncing his agreement wittr
FN ideolog1.

Although rhe FN did nor enjoy a big
advance overall in terms of votes in
relation to tlrc presidential elections where
it polled 1570 nation-wide, tlese electorat

victories represent a new slage in its
progression. The FN has had elected
officials in municipal councils, regional
assemblies, the national parliament and the
European parliament for )ears. But irs

isolation from other political formations
has meant that these posts have only

countrys problem\. bur implemendng

is

program and actually running public
altaus. Thir has alread) Ied to differences
within the organization. tr pen himself
favors immediate, strident measures ro
exclude immigrants from access to
municipal housing lisrs and other cily
services. Otrcrs. including Lr Chevatiei,
the new FN malor in Toulon, are sensirive
to the contradiction between the FN
program ard existing French legislatron
prohibiting rhe kind ofopen discrimination
proposed in the FN program. While Le
Pen proposes a sort of civil disobedience

immigrants as the most nrlnerable element
in French sociery is an elemenurv duw of

socialists. And united acrio; bv all

democraric forces under Lhe leadenhip of
the panies of the left, the rade unions and

anti-racist and anti-fascist organizations
around the principle o[ "an injury to one is

an injury to all" would be a powerful
weapon against the FN. This is because

FN's anti immigrant racism

xenophobia is only the most visible paft of
its Fogram; the B?e of society tlat the FN

would like to bring about also involves
assaults on the dghts of workers

froltal

by which the mayors would ignore the
authodty of the local Paris-appointed
prefect in favor of a higher "national

bar

interest" (anodH FN leader talked about a
"shoudown with the stale"), Lr Chevalier

of the right and the PS and PC which

hopes

to find ways to

implement

discrimination against the immigrants
within dte limits of the law. In any event
immigrants with or without papers especially youth who have long been
victimircd by police brutaliq/

-

can expect

t}e
and

gays, lesbians and women. Widespread
support for such a united front would also

tle way to the development of the tyf,e
o[ "Republican Front" betu een the panies
has

already been proposed. Such an alliance
would blunt the fight against the far dght
by tying the left parties to the right wing
ones and detaching them from thet natr.ral
al-ties in the rade unions and progressive

organizations.

It would thus

cede

served as tribunes for the FN to spew its
racist propaganda. The danger now is that
it will use its control of city councils and
the mayols office in these cities to actually

an even a harder time in the.se cities.

implement its openly anti-immigrant

and organizations to adapt existing foms
of mobilization and opposition to the FN.
For example many cultural festivals are

FN will also involve a broad political

held in Southern France during the
summer months. Should artists and

numbers of workers who have been
swayed by Le Pen's scapegoating of

musicians should perform in Toulon,

immigrants

policies of "national preference. "

These FN victories represent a new
phase in the sfruggle against

in

Ir

Pen and

defense of France's
immigrant population. FN strategists

the FN and

claimed prior to the electiols that
municipal victories for its party would be

fiIst step toward power in France as a
whole. And FN leaders gave a frank
indication of what they mean by national
preference. Made-Franca Stirbois, FN
candidate in the city of Dreux told Le
Monde rhat "iI a thousingt seeker is
kench. they will receive a lodging. lI it is
the

a foreigner, he

will be

sent to the back

of

the line." Asked what he would do if
elected mayor of Viftolles, Bruno M6gret
said he plamed to inqease the police force

and assign it the

t sk of crcating

a "climate

The new situation opened up by these
FN victories also constitutes a challenge
for anti-racist and anti-fascist individuals

Marignane and Orange? Popular singer
Patrick Bruel (who is of Nonh African
Jewish origin) has stated his intention to
boycott the FN cities eaming himself an
angry antisemitic outbust from I,e Pen.
Singer Charles Aznavour has called the

idea of a boycott "ridiculous." Other
performers plan to shifi evenb planned in
thes€ cities to nearby localities as a way of
protesting the FN without punishing the

large numbers of voters who did vote
against the FN.
A similar debate is trking place on the
left liom the PS to anti fascist activists and

often a
of insecudty' for "delinquents"
code word for youths of immigrant origin.
M6gret also said that if elected the city
govemment in Viftolles would take all
possible measures to stop "the arrival of
new immigrants in the city" and

revolutionary socialists' Some have

immigrants already present through a
housing policy which would glve priority

vulnerable to city govemment-inspired

"graduatly reduce the number of
to French families."

proposed boyconing these cities as a way
of pressuring those who voted for the FN.
Others have advanced the argument that

this would amount to abdicating from a
political struggle within these localities

and leave lhe immigrant population
attacks and viol€nce.

Clearly. measures must be taken in

On election night, IJ Pen fiowed that
these cities were tle fiIy "liberated" cities
in the country. But tlrc FN will now have
the burden of proving to its electorate tlBt

solidadty with, and defense of, the

it is capable not only of

monitoring and denouncing every imtance
of discrimination against them. Defense of

immigrants as the squrce
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denouncing

of all of the
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immigrans in these cities who are often
gouped in miserabte ghettos rampant with
povety and unemploymenl This involves

teadenhip of the fight against tlle FN to the
same right wing panies whose policies in

govemment have been strikingly antiirnmigrant.

This is why effective oppositior to the
campaign of education arnongst the large

for unemployment and
"insecudty." This facile demagoguery

must be opposed with argumerlts

demonstmting that ulemployment is the

result of the capitalist crisis and the
austerity policies instituted by t]re panies
of t}:e right and the left. Lfitimately. this is
inseparable ftom the stuggle to build a
mass anti-capitalist party to the left of the
PS and the CP. Much work needs to done;
the FN rcceives more working class votes
today than any other party.
The coming week and months will be
rich in experience for the fight against the

FN. The stakes are high for all sides, not
only in France, but intemationally. While
the victory of the FN in three cities has
certainly encouraged racists and fascists
internationally, a powerful movement
against the ideas and practices of the FN in
a country once proud of its rcputation as
the birth ptace of the ideals of human
rights will also educate and inspire those
lhroughoul lhe world who are fighting
against racism and

fascism.

*

Turkey

Left unites: First Congress of the
Unified Socialist Party (BSP)
(Ankaru, l6 lune 1995)
- Veiled
uomen and children queue ir front of an
embroidery exhibition organised by the
(Islamic fundamentalist) Refah Parly,
which took control of the municipal
govemment in April last year.l Just aqoss

the road, a dozen fashionably-dressed
policemen go through the bags of some
1,000 participans in the first congress of

Udfied Socialist Party (BSP).
The Turkish paradox is that the bloody
military dictatorship is over, but the laws
dre

have hardly changed. In practice, this
conference of the far left can be held

legally (with the participation of

a

govemment commissioner). At the sarne
time the Kurdish people continue to suffer
tJrc most ahocious rcprcssion.

The atmosphere in the hall is serious,
with moments of real tension. The stakes
are high for all the Turkish left. Divided
and decimated in the 1980s by the
dictatorship, all the left groups have

behind them a period

of extremely

sectarian debates, sometimes of physical

confrontations. But now

tle majority of

the anti+apitatist left has decided to create

a new party. According to newly-elected

president Sadun Aren, the BSP "i.r an

expression

opposition

of the need for a real
to the attacks of the

bourgeoisie and imperialism on the
Turkish worktng class. These attacks
showed the irekvance of almost all the
trad.itiorutl dffirences betta)een the ight
wing panies and social democracy."

The Unified Socialisr Party (BSP)
unites over ten formerly independelt
groups. The two largest curents in the
new party are the Cornmunists of the SBP
(itself a regrouping of three former pro-

Moscow parties) and Liberation

lstanbul, 1st May 1995,
far declined to join the BSP.)
According to Sadun Aren, "most of

women. Half were blue or white collar

our
component currents were very weak
before we unified. We were unable to
constrw)t any real resistance to tfu coup

workers.
There is no atlempt to buitd the BSP in
tlrc Kurdish regions of the South East. The
partl denounces lhe mjliury repression.

weakness qnd our intemal clivisions... And
after the collnpse of the LISSR, a vacuunL

people to self-determination, At the same
time, BSP militants are more than reservql

or at least .t tutbulence, appeared in the
id.eologicaL sphere. There \rere nerr

about the policy and behaviour of the
hegemonic PKK (Kurdish Workers'
Party), which in any case is hardly

d'itat. A d we paid heavily for our

questi.ons to

an$i,er. We needed to eliscut;tt
with each otfur about y,hat conception of

socialism, about how to renovate our
project.'t
The BSP has just over 3,000 members

in some 39 municipalities. 2070 of
delegates to the first congress were

and defends the right of the Kurdish

interested

in the Turkish

workers'

movement.
The congress was marked by a number

of moving meetings with older political
and hade union milirants. with tlrct bitter
experience of prison, torture, exile or the

Yeniyol inside the BSP: by Masis Ktirkgtigul

(Kutulus), the largest of the revolutionary
Marxist moveme s of the 1970s. But tle
BSP also includes a number of smaller
Communist cunents, as well as Yeniyol,

Turkish section of the

our own

Fourth

Intemational. (Congress also approved the
process of convergence with Dev Yol, a
similarly sized organisation which has so

in lhe BSP debates, and we are

a leader ol the Kurtulus

Sosyqlist Demokrqsi lcin Yenivol
,

The Turkish.longuoge mogozine 6or Morxists'ond feminists
Tumqcibosi rck 3I /1, 80 050 Beyoglu, turkey .I yeor 300,00O IL plus posruge

and spirit of the BSP. Our ideas and our wav

of doing things is somewhal different froril
thal of lhe other currents."

*
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Turkey
armed struggle. Some .old Stalinists, remarked how
sbange
and good
it was to find themselves in

- with 'Trotlkyists'
-

one rcom

mmk me&

I

.

"Some people accused. the BSp of being a
confederatiory where the yaious currents ,stitch up,
the kalership as a kind. of catel," says yeniyol
leader Masis Kiirkgiigul. "ln fact, 'independeits'
won over 20Vc of leatlership positions, whit:h is
rather high considering their real weight in the
party. But both mejor currents [SBP and Kunulus]
realised. it was i:,nporlant to giye 'independents' a
real pktte. I would abo note that we did not need to
apply our ruk of a minimum 307o qwta for women
in the leafurship. In fact, delegates spo taneousl!
eleaed a rather higher propotlion of wome&
"Some debates were about our past differences.
But most debates were about our future. For
example, Congress refused to move towards a
doctritwire party form, with a igid programme
witten in the cotidors of the congress by the top
ideobgues of euh carrent. DeLegates prekrred to
continue a process offonruttion d the thinking a d
colkctive will of the party through the strugqles we
are engaged in and the commnn reJlection of the

The following publications are not available in
most commercial booktorcs, because what the
authors have_to say makes the rich and powerful

uncomfortable.
orderi try your nearest progrcssive bookstore,
contact the publisheE directly;or write to La
Brcche, 9 rue de Tunis, 75011 Paris, France tel.
(+33 1) 43 67 63 57 fax 43 79 29 61 (English,
To

Frcnrh and Spanish spoken).
Where no price is given, we suggest you enclose a
donation ol US$ 10 in any convertible curency to cover
the postage crsts of the publisher
The Revolution Betrayed
New Czech-language edition

hrgest rurmber of militants.

Zrazena revoluce- Co je SSSR a kam speje?

"There was no significant divergence on the
central political resolutbns, which gives w stable
common ground for developing BSP activities. A
few groups resigned from the leadership of the

New coffected translationt. overseen by Anna Sabatova.
tntroduclions bv Jaroslav Sabak and Petr L.lhl. Doplnek.

Bmo. 1995 (2i;ap.) 126 Ka$s US. ISBN 8G8576U3O6.
Published witft the financial suryotl of lhe Marguerite Bon-

pat'ty, I think mainly becowe of their poor results in

net foundation.

the election of the [100 member] Central

[Extracts lrom the Postscript by Petr Uhl]
Trotsky completed The Bevolution betrayed in August

Committee. But nDne of them tfied to oppose the
construcion of th< party. and their ftustrotion reems
to be a secorulary phenomenoru"

"The different origins and traditions of our
vaious components it a real problem," says Erdal
Kara, leader of the Kurtulus (Liberation) cunent.
, "But it is neither realistic rcr necessary for us to

fiae quickly.

Not re.alistb becawe the dillerences

of

the past cannot be overcome so easily, And not

necessary because this diversity is a source of
ichness, and a guarantec for the future. The only
way to achieve o reql slnthesis of the various
currents is to intensify the BSP's political activities,
atd for each of the currents to aiopt positiorc on
these concrete activities, rather tha about the
divergerces of thl W\t.
"We shouLd also undersmnd that the dcbates we
have had bebveen ourselves so far don't interest
an'one outsfule tfu BSP. These debqtes don't rutkc

'1936. lt was first published in French that same year. The
probably his most important single work
was
book
first published in Czech in 19372. The Russian manuscript
was only published (under the title Vlhat is the USSR and
where is it goingl in 1972, by the Paris-based Slovo publi-

-

-

shing house, close to the Fourth lntemational.3

"Bureaucratic rule must give way to council (Soviet) democracy," wrote Trotsky. The idea that such a change must

be revolutionary, because the political system is not
capable of a democratic renaissance through its own
forces, through its own institutions, became at least an
allernative in this country where enlightenmenl in the
1960s, and particularly the quasi-revolutionary expression
of that reform in Spring'1968 was sutlocated by Soviet
tanks and domestic capitulation. This attemative seemed to

many people if not more realistic, then certainly more
attractive than a convergence with contemporary capitalism, to say nothing of a return lo the bourgeois order of the

much sense to the workers. Whrtt they Like about the

pre-war period.

party is that, after being divided for so mony
years, the socialist currents have finally come

It is true that the Czechoslovak independent movement ol
the'1970s and 1980s adopted a gradualist conception,
according to which the liberalisation of the system... was
supposed to lead to parliamentary democracy and to a
combined market-planned economy. But alongside these
relormist theories there were also a range of revolt tionary
Marxist positions, drawing on Trotsky, Gramsci, Luxemburg, DeLJtscher, the Belgrade Praxis group, and Kuron and
l\4odzelewski's work of the first half of the 1960s.

nevr

Iogether lo do real puliics. This is the rine qua non
of our existence. If v)e forgel this, the intemal W ol
the BSP will be trawformed into a vicious circle of
bitter debates, pqrallsing our political action.
don't pretend that the difference in the political
positions of the variou.s currenls is unimpofiant But
the la.st 18 rrbnths sh{Nt thot the only fertile debote
is that which is bq.ted on common acivities."

I

*

1. Relah also controls the municipal govemmenls ol Islanbul and
lzmir. An analysis ol lheir recod in local govemment will be published in
he Seplemb€r 1995 issue ol /rtenalionalviewinL
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Supporters of these ideas referred to the anti-bureaucratic
struggles ol the 1950s and 1960s, (Berlin 1953, Poznan
'l
956, Hungary 1 956, Czechoslovakia 1 968) and to the student movements oI the 1960s (Poland, Germany, Yugoslavia, France, Mexico,

tumL
GlrM,

wef

ln Czechoslovakia in the 1970s and 1980s, the idea of social
self-management developed in combination with a socialisl (or
at least nonrapitalist) oriented political revolution. Those who
supported these far-left views participated in the theoretical discussions in the independent movement about the refornability
and non-relormability of the bureaucratic dictatorship and
bureaucratic centralism. These polemics had a practical meaning in defining the political positions of Charter n, panicularly
in the years leading up to 1989. They also played a role in the
foundation of the Obroda socialist club and the liberalsocialist
l\4ovement for Civic Liberty (HOS) and in the activities of the
Democratic lnitiative (Dl) petition movement.4
ln political terms, however, the antistalinist and non-reformist
left in Czechoslovakia had almost nothing in the past to build
on. The Lett Opposition (LO) of the late 1930s was a small
group, and the most well-known Czechoslovak 'Trotskyists"
Zavis Kalandra and Karel Teige were not members, lhough
they co-operated with the group. Nor were Kalandra and
Teige's anti-Stalinist positions identical with those of Trotsky
and the Fourth lnternational.
Having said this, one could still identily in the '1970s and 1980s
a culturalpolitical tradition created in the 1930s by several hundred "irreverent' left wing intellectuals, which to differing extents
and at different periods opposed Stalinism, or its worst crimes.
This tradition was the motor behind the high demand in preVVW2 Czechoslovakia for TrotsKfs works, and in particular for

A new, modem Czech translation of The Revohnion Betnyed
was prepared at this time by Lubomir Sochora. lt was supposed to be published as the first title of the Flanes (Plamene)

series, a monthly publishing project ol the Czechoslovak
Union of Writers. The editors expected it to be the first and last
tifle before the series was banned. But 'normalisation' spread
more quickly than 'Flamed
lhe magazine was banned in
April 1968, and the new version ol The RevohJtion Betnyed
was never published.

-

The editors of the 1970s, Bedin-based revolutionary socialist
magazine lnformation Mateials (lnfomacni nateialy) cleal.|.!
did not have this new translation at their disposal. This group,
(some close to lhe Fourth lntemational) came togefier under
the influence of the 1971 Prague trials of Petr Uhl and others.
These students and young people, left-oriented anti-Stalinism
and non-reformists, including some Trotslqists, were sentenced to up to lour years for their activities in the anti-normalisation Flevolutionary Youth Movement (HRM). The Czech and
German editors of lntornaton Mateials, with the help of their
West German and French comrades, reprinted the original
'1937 translation of The Revolulion Betrayed in 1974. Several

hundred copies were smuggled into Czechoslovakia. [...].
Several dozen copies ol the new, Sochora translation were
printed in samizdat at the beginning of lhe l98os.6

his criticisms of Stalinism. ln just seven years, from 1930 until
the 1937 edition ol The Revolution Berraye4 an unbelievable
fifteen of Trotslq's books were published.s This is an unique
record, both for a country and for a language, over such a short
period of time.

Then came the war, and the years of non{reedom. Even the
overcast freedom of 1945-48 did not allow the publication of
any more of Trotsky's works. The pro-soviet czech society
would not have supponed Trotsky's heresy. This was not unusual at that time
George On ell had big difficutties having his
Aninnl Farm published in England after the war too. lt was not
thought appropriate to dislurb the anti-Hitler coalition. This was
certainly a view shared by the oveMhelming majority ot lettwing Czechoslovak intellectuals.

-

The witch-hunt of Trotskyists after February'1948 (the most
significant moment of which was the judicial murder of Zavis
Kalandra in 1950) did not hit the existing Trotskyists (unlike the
similar trials in the USSR). The anti-Trotsky campaign was just
an ideological label tor the repressive charade which Stalinism
used to strengthen its power.

The first inlormation about revolutionary Marxism available to
the poslwar Czechoslovak public had to wait until Spring of
1968, when the student newspaper Studenlske ,:sry serialised
lsaac Deutschels Stalin, and Llenrni listy published lhe Unfi

nished Revolution (Nedokoncena revoiuce) by the same
author. The student and worker storms in many countries ofthe

I This revised translation corects a numbet ol imperfeclions in the oliginal Budan and
1960s Sochora translalions, and standardises the 'socia isl' temlnology lo ellecl deve_
lopments in lhe Czech lanquaqe over lhe lasl 50 years.
2 Zrazena rcvoluce, published by nakladatelslv Ladislava Sotka, Prague. Tanslalion
by Vladimir Buian.
3 Some 1,000lacsimiles ol lhe oriqinalBussian manuscnpi were published in Pais in
1 972. The€ was a second, largel pint run in 1 988.
4 lncluding Memor?s (Pameti, 1930), Pemanai Bevalulton (Permanenhi revoluce,
1930), The Falsified Revolu,aLr (Zlalsilikovana revoluc€, 1930) .A 1,000 page lhree volu_
rne edilion of the HBlory ol l/le Bussian Revolulbn (Dejiny ruske revoluce) was publi_
shed by Franlisek Borovy in 1934 (one volume coveing 1905 and two covering 1917).
5 Dissidenl opposition groups lonned in lhe 1980s. For a detailed discusslon ol treir
programmes and acUvities see Czech /rp,€kor issues 61 0.
'Ihanks
6
to the historian Karel Barlosek, sorne ol lhem by lhe Knek a datel sa.|,izdal
publshing centrc ol Jaroslav and Danda Suk.

world during 1968 presented the Czechoslovak public with anoas a political movement for
ther interpretation of Trotskyism
social selt-management. Flevolutionary l\4arxism came to be
understood, like in other parts of the world, as one of the orien-

To announce

tations of the wide anti-authoitarian current in society, which
drew not only from Lenin, Mao Zedung and Che Guevara, but
also Bakunin and even Freud, Fromm and l\,4arcuse.

cedex'11, France

-
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Meet the chqllenge of th
by lean-Louis Michel
Fifty years after the nuclear bombardment of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, 35 years after the exp osion of the first French bomb
at Reqgane in Algeria lat that time a French colony]. 10 yea6
after the sabotage of the Rainbow Warrior, and only a few
weeks after the prolongation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Trealy, Chirac sm shows its true colours without the slightest
complex.

even be a
n Europe.

I

o

shiit n the s!5tem o{ mllitary and politcal

alliances

And last but not least, of course, this has eveMhing to do with
the determination of this president and his party IRPR, conservatrvel not to take any risks with the trash of the National
Front. Half an hour of prime time defence of the glory of La
France, so bruised and tarnished by years oi Socialst Party rule
can only improve the rightist government's image among ts

potential supporters. Partrcularly when

The reasons for thrs provocation are hardly
m!.slerious. Frst, there is the flash of iightning from a zealous has-been, boastlng of
its lorce with tough gestures on the eve of a

one fais

to explain to these voters that

grandeur has an economic and social
cost.

of important international
meetings, ln Washington, Halifax and
number

Cannes. Patheticl After all, IFrench President

lacquesl Chirac is hardly the ceneral De
Gau le. Nor is 1990s rru(lear arrrs po iry
based on the same calculation as the Gene-

ral's 'l have the bomb, therefore I exist'
mentality.

Second, there is of course the'unpredictable' side of Jacques Chirac. This worried

This is the moment for a large, common initiatve, bringing together men

many of his backers even before his election
as P.esidenl [on 7 [,4ay 19951. h .as cenainly added to the stupor this provocateur has
generated in several European capitals.

and women, young people, political
parties, trades unions and other political

institutions, cltizens, cultural and religious organisations. There is a place for
all those who refuse the logic of death,

The lsolation o.f this country of ours, this
(dri(ature of dreams ol {aded greatness rs

the logic of human and ecological

revealed by ou, narrow-nindeo oenttty-crisis. And what a detestable ldentity we are

proposed

-

disaster. Through a series of demonstra-

part infected by Chirac, part

infected by [National Front leader lean-l',4arie] Le Pen.

The American-style mediatisation of the President's decis on,
and the antr-democratic obscenity which his 'l have decided'
represents, irritate people's consciousness, here and abroad,
much more than we might have expected. This s a new epoch.

tions, here and in other countries, we
should sp n out thrs campaign on the
international evel. We should stop the restarting of the
nuclear test prograrnme. lf we can't stop the start, we should
stop it as soon as possible. The final qoal remains, of course,
the abolt on of all nuclear weapons. But the first step
serve the moratorium on tests.

This article is the editorial of the French weekly

from 15June'1995
Chirac's predecessors tried several times to manage this reversal
of'traditional' nuclear deterrence policy, under constant pressu-

re from the mrlitary hierarchy.
[This is all about how to make

:ffi','*,-f'ri3:l.i;i',ir:?';:
don't stop these tests, we may see
the development of a new arms
race in some quite precise types

weapon.

of

The ne\
- l):i

-

i: -i

For the trme being, however, both

the American and

G

erman

governments have other technolo-

gical and military priorities. But r' :
there rs a possibility ot substantial ..: :_

aqreement between Paris and
London. There could

eventually

:.
r i :ri i :-- :: '
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1.5ee "US used radioactve bullets in'Desert Storm"', in
lnternational Viewpaint #261 , )une 1995 p.32.
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to pre-

